What piece are you? Are you the shy student, the Class Clown, the jock, the cheerleader, the "teacher terror"? Are you the All State Athlete, the National History Day winner, the All State Band member, the Capstone Procrastinator? Regardless of your contribution to the mosaic of CHS, we all make up important pieces of the colorful world of our high school. Each person's individuality contributes to a stronger whole. Not all of us receive accolades. Only one of us is valedictorian. There are only a few sport team captains. Together, however, all of us contribute to Coventry High. Without all of us, CHS would not be whole. Each one of you is an important piece of the school.
Senior Nights, games under the lights, double sessions, 4am hockey practice in West Warwick, sprints, co-captains, injuries, “pain is weakness leaving the body”, pep rally, Coach Z., Horlbogen! ... Athletics. Whether you are a member of a Varsity or Junior Varsity team, or a fan, you are a very important part of our school. Athletics help to unite all the different pieces of CHS. Athletics bring spirit to our school, athletics bring pride to our school, our athletic history makes us curious about our school’s past, and athletics bring alumni to homecoming. Without athletics a piece of the Coventry mosaic would be colorless. The Oaker athletic colors of red and white...a great piece of CHS.
Whatever talent or interest you have, you can share some of that talent by joining one of the high school's numerous organizations. Community service is your thing? Try Interact. Organizing Varsity Review or Spirit Week? Join our 65 year old tradition of Student Council. Writing your specialty? Sounds like you are a member of the 76 year old Entry newspaper club. Enjoy marching? Join the National Champion Drill Team. Enjoy arguing? Debate a bill at the State House with the Model Legislature group. Like to dance and yell? You must be a cheerleader. Want to be Emerald Man? See you at Drama Club. Saving the World one recyclable at a time? Try Envirothon. Feel a need for Green Slim? See you at the Science Club. The clubs and organizations of CHS help us to explore the pieces of ourselves.
Can you imagine CHS without Winter Ball, Junior Prom, Senior Supper, the Hunt, Varsity Review, school plays, or the organized war called Spirit Week? Student life is the piece of high school that glues the mosaic together.

We have all danced on the speakers at our dances, or cheered our class on during Almost Anything Goes. The upperclassmen have all obsessed over preparations for the Hunt or their first formal dance. All of the students in this yearbook participate in the life of the school. All of the pieces of CHS come together through our shared experiences.
Senior Candids

Left: Lindsey Myers and Anita Kondo march down Togue Avenue for the Homecoming parade.
Bottom Left: Tally Daniel is ready for class to begin.
Right: Dan Paquet has the Conservative Student Association prepare gifts for deployed American troops.
Below: The Volleyball Seniors get off during their photo session.

Pieces

When it Rains, it Pours

Far Above: Danielle Whitaker makes a perfect Penny Pingleton on Homecoming night.
Above: Amy Bill has everything she needs to dominate the Hunt this year.
Left: Danielle Garrod poses with balloons after Homecoming is over.
Right: Nicole Bowden has had a busy day.
Senior Class History

Senior Class Officers

With a year’s experience under our belts as sophomores, we were determined to compete with the upper classmen at Homecoming and Spirit Week. Through experience gained, we knew we would have an excellent Sophomore Semi-Formal. Our Advisers were Mrs. Rebichaud and Mrs. Cole, and we elected Jessica Baker as Class President. Our homecoming float theme of Egypt placed third at Homecoming. With new confidence we were “In it to win it” shirts during Spirit Week. We even showed up to practice lip sync and dance competition during February vacation. Finding the doors closed by seniors, we still tried our best but managed only a third place finish during Spirit Week. On the bright side, once again we won “Class Face”. We received our class rings during March. We hoped to show off our new “bling” at the Sophomore Semi-Formal, but for some reason the administration told us we had to have that dance in the gym also. Despite having to return to the gym for another “formal” dance, with our dance theme of “Scène in Paris”—blue and silver lights and a pseudo Eifel Tower—we made the best of our night. As sophomore year came to a close most of us did not have our capstone projects done, and many had not uploaded classroom tasks to the mysterious RIPS system.

Class Adviser
Mr. Brissette

Class President
Kerry Hellman

Executive Board
Liam Sullivan, Kyle Cornell, Lindsay Costa, Stephen Petrarca

Social Committee
Jessica Baker, Samantha Cotter, Rachel Baglioni, Jill Confreda, Erika Flynn, David Caianiello
James Abbaticola
Rockwalsa, Honey Mustard
Student Council 9; Class Advisory Board 11-12; World Language Club 12
Digital Artist, Business Management Minor
"Every man dies, but not every man lives."

Chelsea Aliberti
Chris, Lil Aliberti
Tennis 9-10; Yearbook 11-12; National Honor Society 11-12; Basketball Cheerleading 12
Athletic Trainer
"Enjoy life as much as you can. Because one day it could all end."

Brian Andrews Jr.
Bass
Radio 10

David Calabionello & Jessica Baker

Ashton Alba
Art Club 12; Yearbook 12

Nancy Alger
Nanc
Social Committee 9-10
"This too shall pass."

Britney Andrews
Brit
"If your smile not at yourself, life is going to seem a whole lot longer than you'd like."

Brandon Armenti

Meghan Amral
Shorts, Blondie
Football Cheerleading 13-12; Yearbook 9; 12; Student Council 10; Basketball Cheerleading 12; Marketing Board 12; TLC 12
Intrinsic Psychology
"Life is one big math problem of sorts. So when you're feeling overwhelmed, don't complicate your mind, focus on being cheerful and positive. Don't bury your head in negative things."

Victoria Ashley
Vicas, Vida Bobby
Volleyball 10-12; Softball 10-11; Hockey Cheerleading 9-10
Journalist
"All your dreams will come true if you have the courage to pursue them."

Bradley Auger
Brad, Brad
Basketball 9-12; Baseball 9-10
College
"Fall down seven times. Stand up eight."
Best Dressed
Matthew Patfield & Vanessa Brown

Kayla Lynne Auger
Child, Little Key
"When life offers you something, just go for it."

Rachel Buglino
Bags, Ush!;
National Honor Society 10-12;
Advisory Board 10; Social Committee 11-12; Chairman 12; Student Council 9
Teacher, College
"Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you had tomorrows."

Michael Barske
Mike, Barkey
"The strawberries taste like strawberries."

Matthew Bass

Jessica Lynn Baker
Joy, President
Football Cheerleading 9-12; Captain 12; Dance Team 11;
Peer Mediator 11; Class Treasurer 9; Class President 10-11; Social Committee 12;
National Honor Society 11-12
Graphic Design, Advertising
"Life may not be the party we hoped for, but while I'm here, I'm going to dance."

Taylor Balzano
Toy, Polkovitsa
Student Council 9; World Language Club 12; hallam Representative; Advisory Board 12
Nursing
"Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can start today and make a new exciting."

Tyler Belleville
"Well, Too"
Police Officer
"What a long, strange trip it's been."

Robert Barone
Indoor Track 9; Mock Trial 11; World Language Club 10-12
Theoretical Mathematics

Mark Barrett

Corey Betterscourt
Co-Captain, Coed track
Student Council 9; DECA 12
Marketing, Advertising
"You can't always get what you want."

Kenneth Betzold
Ken
Cross Country 9-12; Indoor Track 9-12; Outdoor Track 9-12
Engineering
"With excitement, born of change."

Tyler Steven Barth
Ty, Lemming
Tennis 11-12; Science Club 9
Physical Therapy, Medical
"There are two kinds of teenagers: those who fit in, and those smart enough to see the big picture."

Mitchell Beck
Vitch
Hockey 9-12;
College
"I want to remember all the good times during my high school summers."

Ethan Benuza
Kimbo, Potassium Benuza
Track 9, Volleyball 10
"Put a lot of little marshmallows in your hot chocolate."
Tyler Bigden
Bigs, Ty-Ty
Class Council 10, 12; Yearbook 12
College: "There’s more to living than being alive, so live life to the fullest."

Sara Biondo
Sara Bee, Bimboinator
Volleyball 9-12
Elementary Education "It’s not funny how day by day nothing changes, but when you look back, everything is different."

Cody Boudreau
Cado
Pharmacy "If you can dodge a wrench, you can dodge a ball."

Jessica Bourguellt
Elementary School Teacher
"Dream as if you’ll live forever...live as if you’ll die today." — James Dean

Ryan David Bishop
Don Sal
Artist "For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whoever believes in him should not perish, but have everlasting life." — John 3:16

Jenna Blackmon
Joyner, J. Black
"It’s always the quiet ones."

Nicole Boaden
Nic Ne, Fonds
Outlook Track 9-12; Cross Country 11-12; Advisory Board 11-12; Student Council 12; Yearbook 12
"You are all in the gutter but several of us are looking at the stars."

Nicole Bowman
Nikki 10-12
Basketball Cross Country G; Student Council 11; Softball 9-12
"Life is about living, not impressing."

Michelle Lee Blanchette
Shelly
"Make each day count in a special way."

Nicholas Belcon
Nikau, Court Marshal
Cross Country 9-12, Captain 12; Indoor Track 9-12; Outdoor Track 9-12
"Engineer: Only those who risk going too far can find out how far they can possibly go."

Zachary Briden
Z.Briden
Baseball 9-12; Football 12
"For every dark night, there is a brighter day. - Tupac Shakur"

Emily Brown
E. E. Brown
Student Council 9-12; Class Council 12
"I may not be right, but I'm never wrong."

Jesaline Borges-DaSilva
Jeb
"Better three hours too soon than a minute too late. - William Shakespeare"

Janelle Marina Boucher
Jallah, Poodle
Student Council 9; Drama 9-11; Tennis 12; Select Choir 9-12
"Nuclear Engineer: Little things are achieved by little people; great things are achieved by great people. Who are you?"

Steven Brown
"Music Management: "If I could go back in time, I wouldn't change anything in my life. Leave the dumb things we do when we're young, but the best is yet to come.""

Marissa Brown
Rosa, Marnie
Choir 9-12
Vanessa Brown
Vee, Vaness
Football Cheerleading 9-12, Captain 12; Dance Team 10-12
Fashion Merchandising
"Tomorrows we can drive around this town. The past is gone but something might be found." - Gin Blossoms

Kourtney Brzozka
Kraai, KB
Nursing
"The best thing to hold onto in life is each other." - Audrey Hepburn

Melissa Burdick
Missy, Dumpy
DECA 12
Johnson and Wales University
"We have only this moment, sparkling like a star in our hand and winking like a snowflake." - W.B. Yeats

Marc Carlow
Mac
Music, Engineer
"A painter paints pictures on canvas, but musicians paint their pictures on silence." - Robert Frost

Tori Cahal
Tori
Track, 9
Join Dog's Bounty Crew
"Why are you so sweaty! I can't watch a cop." - Ghostbusters

Jennifer Carpenter
Jen, Jen
Physician
"We cannot change the cards we are dealt, but how we play the hand." - Earle W. Bridenbaugh

Dylan Catalano
Mert, J
Anthem Basketball, Professional Musician
"I want you to live your life and to be true." - R.L. Burnham

Joshua Robert Catallano
Josh
AJROTC 9-12; Dell Team 10-12
"A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step." - Lao Tzu

Best Hair
Jaquon Sampson & Katherine Vachawski
Most Shy
Matthew Dudley &
Jessika Roderick

Nicholas Chevalier

Michael Cirillo
Tatto, Rufa
Computer Technician
"Live life like you're already dead."

Antoinette Maria Civitelli
Anthea
"If you can dream it, you can do it." - Walt Disney

Tyler Cloutier
Ty
Cross Country 9-12; Basketball 9-12
Business, Marketing
- El Wayne

Alicia Chovrette
Daith
Culinary 9-12
"There needs of light when beauty flames and dies the plaid mirrors of my luminous eyes."

Elizabeth Chiariini

Colin Cocaine
Cocaine
Wrestling 9-12; Captain 12; Outdoor Track 10-12; Cross Country 11-12

Molly Anne Cocaine
Irish; Miss Molly
AFROTC 9-12; Drill Team 9-12; Drill Commander, National Honor Society 11-12; Class Council 10; Treasurer 10
Chemistry
"Laugh a lot and when you get old, all your wrinkles will be in the right places."

Crystal China
Cry
Student Council 9
Veterinarian
"If I were a student, what would I do? I would succeed in what I do!"

Deanna Rae Colantoniio
Dee
Student Council 9; Cross Country 9-12; Outdoor Track 9-12; Indoor Track 9-12
College
"Create your garden of life. You will find our others to bring your bouquet."

Zachary Cimaglia

Christopher Cole
Chris Co.
"I've been everywhere and nowhere at the same time."
Edward Cole
Ed Redneck
Farmer
"Because the chicks dig it."

Catherine Emma Collard
Catherine Emily
Student Council 9-12; Social Committee 9-12; Advisory Board 9-12; School Newspaper 9-12; Science Club 9
College
"You should learn more than I ever did, but you will never have as good a time." -Abraham Lincoln

Jennah Conroy
Jonie
Football Cheerleading 9
Psychology
"Life is short, but sweet for certain." -Evan Mattox

Ian Patrick Conway
Cross Country 9-11; Indoor Track 9-12; Outdoor Track 9-11; Marching Band 9-12; National Honor Society 9-12; Jazz Band 10-12
College
"You can never be good at something without a little hard work."

Nicholas Coeller

Erin Taylor Collins
EVC
Student Council 9; National Honor Society 9-12; Basketball Cheerleading 9-12; Captain 12; Football Cheerleading 9-12
Photographer
"Life isn't measured by the number of breaths you take, but rather by the number of moments that take your breath away."

Tyler Conway
"Come, My Kat
Pharmacy
"You can't go out and make it, you can't go out and keep movin' forward. You've got to stop and keep moving forward. That's how winning is done."

Kyla Cornell
Corsa, Corin
Basketball 9-10; Volleyball 9-12, Captain 12; Class Secretary 11-12; Track 11
"Effort is measured by success."

Tamara Correia
Tiny Tam, Mommy Too
Psychology, Math Teacher
"Heaven is not a place that you can go when you die; it is that moment in life that you actually feel alive, rather for the moment." -The Scene Aesthetic

Cassandra Connelly
Cassie
College
"Above all be true to yourself and if you can't put your heart into it, then take yourself out."

Jill Mary Conreda
Jillan, Jillay
Student Council 10-12; Chairperson 11; Yearbook 9
Marine Biologist
"The most wasted of all days is one without laughter."

Daniel Cornell

Heather Costello
Graphic Designer
"Time you enjoyed wasting was not wasted."

Jesse Conner
Keith Costello
RollerCopt, Pile
Drill Team 10-12; Football 11-12
Marines
"Do it."

Samantha Cotter
Miss, Senior Class Cross Country 9-10; Advisory Board 11; Social Committee 12; National Honor Society 12
International Business
"A ship is not the kind of boat, but that's not what it was built for."

Sara Daigneault
Student Council 9; Advisory Board 9
Teaching
"One day you'll look back and realize how your life has changed. Make sure it's worth watching."

Ashley Marie Dal Rosa
Student Council 9-12; Corresponding Secretary; Student Secretary 10-12; National Honor Society 11-12; President 12; Spanish National Honor Society 11-12
Music Amateur
"Music is the only thing that keeps me alive."

Emily Prudence Davenport
Track 10-11; Outdoor Track 10-11; Cross Country 11-12
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."

Most Likely To Succeed
Robert Barone & Lindsey Myers

Zachary Cruz
Zuc, Cruz Control Soccer 10-12, Captain 12
College
"I'm so ahead of my time that my parents haven't met yet."

Noelle Colmier
Noelle Drama 9-12; Select Choir 12
Psychologist/Teacher
"Let the beauty of what you love be what you do."

Josef Cournoyer
Mommy, One, Instayay Swing Dance 9-10; Drama 9-10
Graphic Design; Tattoo Artist
"I'm not as good as you think I am, but I'm sure I can be."

Casey Cregan
Moore Student Council 9, Culinary 10-12
Teaching
"You can't go back and start a new beginning, but you can start today and make a new ending."

Ryan daSilveira

Pat Crowley
Pat Crowley, Bronco Marching Band 10-12; Jazz Band 11-12; Select Choir 12
Music Education
"I'm going to play music for the rest of my life."

Shannon Crox
Sheaflugans, Sherry Football Cheerleading 10-12; National Honor Society 11-12, Advisory Board 12
Communications
"I don't know who invented high heels, but women owe him a lot." - Marilyn Monroe

Most Likely To Succeed
Robert Barone & Lindsey Myers

Matthew Dailey
Matt Marines
"What goes around, comes around."

Alexander Cote

"He makes me laugh..."
Best Eyes
Mitchell Beck & Danielle Whitaker

Danielle David
Best Friend, Elena
Marching Band 9, World Language Club 10-11, Vice President 11; Yearbook 11-12; Editor 12; Concert Band 9-11
College
"Success is going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm." —Winston Churchill

Brittany Demarais

Danielle deSousa
Dana
Mental Health Therapist
This is about meeting our clients and taking chances, learning and finding happiness, appreciating the memories and learning from the past.

Alexis DePando
Les, Lexidouressis
Concert Choir 9-10
Pharmacist
"But tomorrow may rain, so I'll follow the sun." —William Shakespeare

Jason Diaz
Jen, The Boss
College
"The brick walls are there to stop people who don't want it badly enough." —Garrett Hardin

Jessica Dionne
Joan
Cosmetology
"Love the life you live, live the life you love." —Bob Marley

Adam Dawson
Kara DeRene
KDB
Football Cheerleading 9-12,
Captain 12; Basketball Cheerleading 12
Bio-technician
"Failing to prepare is preparing to fail."

Alicia DeGregory
Joe, Leisha
"Be what you wanna be, not what others wanna see."

Joseph Dien

Nicole Marie DeLibersis
Niki
School Newspaper 10-12, Senior Editor 12; Softball 9-12; Marching Band 11-12, World Language Club 9-12; National Honor Society 11-12; Concert Band 9-10; Advanced Band 11-12
Spanish, Special Education Teacher
"This book is amazing but simple, and a day will come when the light is won — and feathery thoughts are born..."

Sarah DeLibersis
Dell, Bella
Softball 9-12
College
"Real confidence comes from knowing and accepting yourself."

Danielle DiPippo
Environment 9-12, Executive Board, National Honor Society 11-12, Recycling 9-12; Star 12
History
"Do what you can with that you have, where you are." —Theodore Roosevelt

Nicole Marie DeLibersis
Niki
School Newspaper 10-12, Senior Editor 12; Softball 9-12; Marching Band 11-12, World Language Club 9-12; National Honor Society 11-12; Concert Band 9-10; Advanced Band 11-12
Spanish, Special Education Teacher
"This book is amazing but simple, and a day will come when the light is won — and feathery thoughts are born..."

Sarah DeLibersis
Dell, Bella
Softball 9-12
College
"Real confidence comes from knowing and accepting yourself."

Danielle DiPippo
Environment 9-12, Executive Board, National Honor Society 11-12, Recycling 9-12; Star 12
History
"Do what you can with that you have, where you are." —Theodore Roosevelt

Daniel DiPette
Dan
Football 10-12; Volleyball 12
College
Anthony DiTomassi

Glenn Dixon

Huong Ngoc Duong

"Pros and cons: totally not good for you, but we do it anyways."

Samantha Dodge

Elizabeth Domina

David Dover

"Double D"

Baseball 9-12
Business

Danny Donnelly

Daisy Duck

Mock Trial 11-12; Student Council 9

"It's not how hard you hit, it's how hard you get hit and keep moving forward."

Kerry Drapcho

Sherry

Outdoor Track 9-12, Captain 12; Indoor Track 9-12; Captain 12; Cross Country 10-12; National Honor Society 11-12; Advisory Board 12

"The only thing that matters is just following your heart, and eventually you'll finally get it right."

Chelsea Eaton

Chef, Ducky

Website Designer

"Inventory larger than you mama's lingerie!"

Chelsey Lynn Ehrert

Chels

Cosmetologist

"Live moment to moment with no fear."

Andrea Elaine DuBreat

Early Child Development

"Be you no more and no less."

Michael Duffy

Duff, Duffy, Diggity

Outdoor Track 9-12; Cross Country 10-12; Indoor Track 11-12; Wrestling 9-10

Architect

"Just because you are on a diet doesn't mean you can't look at the menu."

Areeq Esan Eid

Regis

Cross Country 9-12; Indoor Track 10-12; Outdoor Track 9-12; Advisory Board 11-12

Teacher

"Be yourself. Everyone else is taken."

Elizabeth Erwin

12th

Tennis 10-12

College

"I used to think if I never tried I would never fall. Now, I realize I can do anything."

Friendliest

Sean Reid & Jamie Liner
Class Musicians
Michael Nelson & Brianna Ross

Caitlin Feeney
Calvin
Enormous 10, 12
Charm
“Live the way you want to, forget what others think be who you are.”

Michaela Feeney
Kayla, Kay K
Basketball 9-12
Speech Pathology, Audiology
“God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.”

Sean William Finnegan
Basketball 9-12, Captain 12; Golf 9
College
“I can accept failure, but I can’t accept not trying.”

Christa Annastasia Fischer
Homeschooled
Art Therapist
“If the world could remain within a frame like a painting on a wall then I think we would see the beauty, then stand staring in awe.”

Steven Joseph Feeney
Steve, Feeney
College: Teaching
“Whatever happens, happens.”

Stephanie Ann Felix
Sara, Dominical
Select Choir 12
Certified Nursing Assistant
“You can’t make new beginnings, you can only make new endings.”

Kirstin Ruth Hanagan
Kris, KayLee
Gymnastics 9, 11; Student Council 12
Veterinarian
“Against the grain should be a way of life, so try to take the path less travelled by.”

Lauren Elizabeth Fletcher
Liz
Indoor Track 11
Dental Hygienist
“There’s no point in waiting; you don’t know how much time you have or what fate is going to hand you. So say it now, do it now.”

Keean Feenelly
Kcie, Kceimeline
College: Journalism
“Not all who wander are lost.”

Ryan Christopher Feole
Feole
Basketball 9, Baseball 9-12; Football 11
College
“I’ve failed, over and over, and over again in my life and that is why I succeeded.”

Erika Marie Flynn
L, Fly
Football Cheerdancing 9-12, Captain 12; National Honor Society 11-12; Social Committee 12
Diabetes, Education
“Stuck is the dream of your future, Baxter every day as if it was your last.”

Nichole Fontaine
Alex Forte
Alex Forte
Band 9, 11
College in Florida
"It's not whether you geticked down, it's whether you got up."

Carly Fortham

Victoria Forrestal
Tori, Vic
World Language 10-11, Indoor Track 11, National Honor Society 11-12
"You can't hate someone for who they are, its like yelling at the ocean for its waves."

Neil Freitas
College
"It's over 5000!"

Alex Forte
Alex Forte
Band 9, 11
College in Florida
"It's not whether you geticked down, it's whether you got up."

Ellise Rachelle Fortier
Softball 9-12, Basketball 9-12
Math Teacher
"Hard work beats talent, when talent doesn't work hard."

Amanda Gagnon
Stu, Mandarin
Basketball 9-11
"The whole of life is but a moment of time. It is our duty, therefore to use it, not to misuse it."

Amber Rose Francis
Volleyball 10-12
CCII (Ex X-Ray Technician)
"Hold your head up high, you're never wrong, somewhere in the night you belong."

Zachary Andrew Franzone
Fanny
Baseball 9-12, Wrestling 9-11, Football 10-12, Captain 11-12, Hockey 12
"Colleges. It's me, me, me all about me."

Ryan Galvin
Hockey 9-12, Captain 11; Volleyball 11-12
Physical Therapy
"The expert at anything was once a beginner."

Josh Fratus
Fratus
Hockey 9-12
College
"Love you."

Travis Gelineau
Tales, Red
Football 10-12
King
"I'm the best ever, there is no one between. I'm like Sunny Leydie, Francis Dunsyre, I'm from that clan, there's no one over me."

Jessica Garland
Lea/Broo, Jes/Jessie
Dancer Team 10-12, Advisory Board 9-12, National Honor Society 11-12
Accountant
"I bagage some who dream dreams and are ready to pay the price to make them come true."

Alyxan德拉 Frendet
Skills Member USA 10-12
Social Worker
"The past, it's gone, its never coming back."

William Gierhart
Class Couple
Stephen Petrizza &
Samantha Cotter

Kelsey Giusti

William Christopher Garry
Band S-12; Cross Country 9
Journalist

Chad Gourd
Graphics
"I am the new God of War; bow down to Combatian!"

Catherine Green
Cheerios, Cat
Cross Country; Tennis; School Newspaper S-12; Indoor Track 12; Outdoor Track 12; Student Council 9-10; Drama 9
Disney Storyboard Artist, Olympian
"Do you want to be the one that did, or the one that could?"

Andy Greenwood
Freshman, Greenwood
Teacher, Lawyer
"Dealing with backstabbers, there was one thing I learned. They’re only powerful when you have your back turned."

Victoria Grimm
Fan
World Language Club 9-10
Namaste
Sing out if no one’s listening, dance as if no one’s watching. Live as if you have never been loved before."

Robert Gruetzke
Rob, Geyshult
Hockey 10
College
"WORLD!"

Talia Guindon
College
"Life has many twists and turns in it, you have to take what you are given and use it for the best."

Shayna Halpin
Shayne, Shay
Student Council 9; Volleyball 10-12; World Language Club 10
Psychology
"Think the same, stand apart, grow your head, follow your heart."

Ashley Gremier
Weezy, Ashley
Student Council 9, 12
Nurse
"Dream as if you will live forever, live as if you’ll die today."

Joel Quinn Hagenburg
Little, Jordan
Drill Team 10-12; Vice Commander
LSMC, Firefighter
"Lead me, follow me, or get out of my way."

Justin Hamilton
Fred
"What do you want from me?"
Danninie Dandon
Danni, Chatterbox
Yearbook Club 12, D,E,C,A 12
Accountant.
"I always knew looking back on
the teams would make me laugh,
but I never knew looking back
on the laughs would make me cry."

Tayla Hannan
Shannagan
Interior Designer, Elementary
School Teacher

Alexander Haynes
Alex
Soccer 9-11
Physical Therapy, Music
"Life is ten percent what
happens to you, and ninety
percent how you react to it."

Jacqueline Haynes
Baja, Buba girl
Cheerleading 10-12
Nurse
"Even when the road is hard,
never give up." - Tupac

Dylan James Harris
Dill, Ankie
Class Council 12, Drama Club
11-12, Select Choir 9-12
Teacher, Actor
"Free speech means the right to
shout theatre in a crowded
line." - Abbie Hoffman

Thomas Heard

Mary Linda-Marie Hedwood
Babygirl, Chocolate Cookie
X-Ray Technician
"A brick wall is only in our path
to see what you will do with it."

Amber Hart
Softball 10-12
"Don't cry because it's over,
smile because it happened."

Sean Hart
Masuria
Electrical Engineer
"No price is too high to pay for
the privilege of meeting
yourself." - Friedrich Nietzsche

Kerry Elizabeth Hovman
Missfits, Kier
Class President 12
Cosmetologist, English Teacher
"Everything happens for a
reason."

Carl Hernandez
Gedalo, Carlos Bergante
Football 9-12, Volleyball 11-12, Basketball 9
Law Enforcement
"Can't change the world unless
we change ourselves." - B.G.D.

Elizabeth Haxton
Elizabeth
Nurse
"You cannot change the cards
are dealt, but how we play
the hand."
Andrew Houde
College: "Love the life you live, live the life you love." - Bob Marley

Kelsey Houlihan

Nathan Jacquard
Tennis 11-12
Computer Programmer
"You just can't beat the person who never gives up."

Best Laugh
Daniel Paquet & Victoria Forrestal

Brandon Houlihan

Christopher Hutley
Chris fally, Hugger
Radio 11
Automotive
"You only get one shot."

Breyauna Jean Jacques
Beery, Beanie Learner
Nurse
"Waah! Cry about it."

Emily Imman
Concert Band, Hockey
Cheerleading 9-10
"Memory is a way of holding on to the things you love, the things you are, the things you never meant to lose."

Kyle Mathew Irish
Anime Club 11-12
College, Electronics Technician
"A life filled with regrets is a life not lived, just go with the flow and have fun."

Cory Jalbert
Tennis 9-12, Robotics 9-12
Robotics Engineer
"A hero need not speak when he is gone, the world will speak for him."

Vladimir Jean

Daniel Izzo
Dan, DJ, DJ
Tennis 11-12
Success seems to be a matter of hanging on after others have let go. - William Feather

Jaimeen Jacobs
Dragon, Night Hawk
Jazz Band 10-12, Advanced Band 9-12
Music
"As in heaven, so in earth. We've been dead since our birth." - Hollywood Undead

Derek Jellison
Ski Team
"Because you deserve what every individual should ever receive."

Rebecca Jendreziec
Basics
Dance Team 10-12, Tennis 10
"Sometimes the dreams that come true are the dreams you never knew you had."
Brittany Johnson
Brit
National Honor Society 11-12; Student Council 9-10; Class Council 10

Marina Biologist
"For any of us, forever can end in an hour or a hundred years. From now, you can never learn for sure so you had better make every second count." ~ Unknown

Desire

Cecilia Jones-Haskins
Una
World Language Club 11; Student Council 10; National Honor Society 11-12

Photography
"If you are facing the right direction, all you need to do is keep on walking." ~ Unknown

Anita Kondu
Anita Fajita, Nes-Koot
Cross Country 9-12, Captain 12; Outdoor Track 9-12; Gymnastics 9-12, Captain 12; Yearbook 11-12, Editor 12; Spanish National Honor Society 11-12

College
"Don't tell me the sky's the limit when there are footprints on the moon." ~ Paul Brandt

Ryan Kuncio

Tara Lynn Kusick
National Honor Society 11-12; Student Council 10; Student Council 9-10

Pharmacist
"I'm a firm believer that sometimes it's right to do the wrong thing, because good judgment comes from experience and experience comes from bad judgment." ~ Unknown

Kurtis Kelling
Lead Rock
"When injustice becomes law, rebellion becomes duty."
Erik Langlais
Grizzly Arrows
Football 12
Marine Biology
"Like you were dying."

Scott Langlais
Scotch
Culinary Arts 10-12
Environmental Management
"Don't worry about life, you won't survive it anyway."

Kristina Lariviere
Naming
"I know it seems hard sometimes but remember one thing. Through every dark night, there's a bright day after that. So no matter how hard it gets, keep your chest out, keep ya head up and handle it."

Kerry Larney

Nicholas A. LeBeau
Boch
Video Game Designer
"When things are easy, a person doesn't get to know who he really is. It is what a person does at the point of his greatest struggle that shows him who he really is." - John Wooden

Robert Lebel

Best Platonic Friends
David Calamello & Jill Confredo

Jessica L. Leander
Santa Santa, Leckel
Art Major
"A wise woman once told me that babies don't get kidnapped until they're three... she also told me that she lost The Game."

Ryan Letlanc
Ryan Jim
AFROTC 9-16, Second Lieutenant, Culinary Arts 12
RSRD, Musician
"Prepare for the worst, hope for the best."

Ian LePage
The Hult, Brock
Football 9-18; Golf 9, 11-12
College, International Business
"Don't fade in with everyone else, walk sideways."

Victoria Elizabeth Lavey
J zzy, T
School Newspaper 11-12; Archery Club 10-12; Science Club 9-11; Concert Band 9, Advanced Band 10-12, Concert Choir 11, 12
Writer, Teacher
"You are who you really are, and the world's the least of it."

Robert Leach
Don, Reddy
World Language Club 10-12; Science Club 10-12; Secretary 11, Vice President 12; Art Club 11-12; Drama Club 9-12
Teacher
"The following side-effects from being pulled out into the real world may include..."
Most Outspoken
Michael Terra &
Jacqueline Haynes

Alexander Letarte
Alex, A-list
Radio 12
Computer Programmer
"You may not end up where you thought you'd be, but you'll end up right where you're meant to be."

Kathryn Jalisca Loffredo
Katie
Student Council 9
Elementary School Teacher
"People change, things go wrong, but just remember life goes on."

Tyler Lomas
Leon, Lancer w/ Cheese
Robotics 11-12; Tennis 11-12
Engineering
"What we anticipate seldom occurs; what we least expect generally happens."

Tara Lyons
Indoor Track 9, 12; Outdoor Track 9, 11-12; Cross Country 12; Internet 9, 11-12; Treasurer 11, Secretary 12; Yearbook 11
Natalist
"If you find yourself falling behind, run faster." - Unknown

Shay Nisbet Lewis
Shybread, Nicey
Drama Club 11-12; Select Choir 11-12
Music
"Where'd you come from?" J

Kayla Lynch
Tennis 11-12
Cosmetology, College
"What do you mean the battery is dead?"

Laurie C. Macksey
Lau, Lau
Medical Assistant
"Experience is the name we give to our mistakes."

Sara Ellen Maggio
Baby Maggio
Art Club 9-11
Art Teacher
"One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain." - Bob Marley

Ashley Letandre
Pookie
"I mean it's dead, it ceased to live, it's dead now."

Derrick Light
D-Light
Football 11-12; Drama 9-12
Psychologist
"The difference between genius and stupidity is, genius has no limits."

Jonathan Mathoney
Jon, Man
Football 10-12; Captain 12; Wrestling 9-12; Captain 12
Sports Psychology
"God will take you through hell but not to heaven."

"Arrange whatever pieces come your way."
Shannon Mahoney
Shann

Art Therapy
"We have time, there's no big rush. All I'm gonna do is just go on and do what I feel." - Jimi Hendrix

Earvin Maldonado


Emily Matson


Rebecca Lynn Mann
Becca

"Brick walls are there for a reason. They're not there to keep us out. The brick walls are there to give us a chance to show how badly we want something." - Randy Pausch

Ashley Matthews
Alex

National Honor Society 11-12
Mental Health Counselor
"Everything's okay in the end, and if it's not okay, it's not the end."

Alexandra Mattson
Netball, Alex

AFROTC 9-12; Drill Team 9-12;
School Newspaper 12
Navy, Dentistry
"It's a rewarding thing!"

Colin McCallen
Football 10-12; Wrestling 11-12

Holly Mann
Heidi, Holly Wald

Class Council 9-10, Vice President 9-10; Student Council 11-12; National Honor Society 11-12; Drama Club 11-12; Select Choir 9-12

Music Education
"Give a rose to shine, even diamonds start as coal."

Kayla Marold
Kaitly

Cheerleading 9-12

"Art and love are the same thing. It's the process of seeing yourself in things that are not you."

Maggie Martin
Student Council 9-12

College Teacher
"A life spent making mistakes is not only more honorable, but more useful than a life spent nothing." - George B. Shaw

Michael Martino


Brandon Matula
Drama 11-12; Select Choir 11-12

College, Actor
"The best thing about the future is that it comes one day at a time."

Daniel McDermott
Dr. Cato

Golf 11-12; National Honor Society 11-12
College

Hannah McDonnell
Nina

"It's not having what you want, it's wanting what you've got."
Melissa McGill
Mell, Mimmie Mouse
Student Council 9-10; Show Choir 11; Mock Trial 11-12; National Honor Society 11-12; Rhode Island Honor Society 12; Concert Choir 14-15
Psychologist
"You’re constantly waiting for life to start and for love to surround it. If you only looked right by your side, you’d find it never had left you."

Bryan Michael Mirto
Mirt, Mirtlock
Pharmacist
"If you admire somebody you should go ahead and tell them. People never get the flowers while they could still smell them."

Jacob Moakha

Matthew James McEllan
Matt
Science Club 9
College

Ariana Monicelli
Annie, An
World Language Club 12
“What will be, will be.”

Christopher Moore

Bridgette McMahon
Bridie, Berte
"Nurse
"Love all, trust a few, harm none." -William Shakespeare"

Kyla McMullen
Ky
College
"Life is one big road with lots of signs so when you’re riding through the, um, you,”

Forrest James Moreau
Harrin
Firefighter, Therapist
"Life is what you make it."

Alexandra Morelli
Allie
College
"I’m not cool enough. Mr. Shawley, people in bands are cool, I’m not cool."

Max Morin

Aimee Mello
Little Amiee
Yearbook 10-11; AFROTC 11-12; Concert Choir 9-12
History, Elementary Teacher
"My voice fits well."

Evan M. Mello
Genetic Engineer, Lifeguard
"Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity, and I’m not sure about the universe."

Thomas Morrison
Monique Meura

Christopher Murphy
Chris
And I'm not cocky, I'm just resilient. So when you tell me the best, it's a compliment.
— Justin Timberlake

James Mullen
Jeremy, The Chief
Jr. Varsity 9-12, National Honor Society 11-12, Spanish National Honor Society 11-12, Marching Band 9-12, Advanced Band 9-12

Music Teacher
My role is to provide an artist's, or poet's, robe to think and express what we all feel. Not to tell people how to feel. Not as a preacher, not as a leader, but as a reflection of an art.

Angela Narvaez
Raccoon
"When I said I'd hit that I meant with my car."

Mike Nelson

Andrew Murray

Jerome Murray
Jerry
Football 12
EMT
"There aren't short cuts; just hard work."

Lindsey Myers
WAG, Leechfoot Lindsay
Hockey, Cheerleading 9-12, Captain 11-12, Cross Country 10-12, Student Council 11, Choir 11-12, National Honor Society 11-12, Spanish National Honor Society 11-12, Yearbook Club 13-14, Editor-in-Chief of Concern Over 9-12

Alexander Nguyen
Agaen, Alex
Inventor
"Froo doo is for Rocky. The world's end is 2012. So it goes."

Troy Nield
That Kid
"Life's short, play naked. When it comes, I: it comes. 1+1 = kids on a stick. School's out forever. I lost the game. It's peanut butter and jelly time."

Hannah Nye
Hannah Banana
Anesthesiologist
"With God all things are possible." — Matthew 19:26

Brian Nahigian
Britannia, Brian
Calvary Arts
"Live life to the fullest, do what you want and try hard to succeed."

Kehev Lynn Ogles
Pumpkin, Bubbles
Ankle Track 16-12
"Shoot for the moon, even if you miss you land among the stars." — Les Brown

Amy Oberlander
Chibs
Skills Member USA 11-12
Early Education Teacher
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."
Ashley R. Olson
A.O.
Basketball 9-12; Softball 9-12
Business, College
“Worry not that nobody knows
of you, seek to be worth
knowing.”

John Olson
Johnny O. Redneck
Soccer 10-12
Mechanic
“You can retake a test...you
can't retake a party.”

Matthew Richard Patfield
Matty, Matt Pate
Marching Band 9-11; Veritcal Club
10-12, Editors-in-Chief 12; National
House Society 11-12, Vice President
11-12; Student Council 11, Junior
Band 9-12; Advisor, Board 12;
Advanced Band 9-11
Computer Engineer, Barender
“You're going to go far, you're gonna
fly high, you're gonna make it if you try,
they're gonna love you.” - Pink Floyd

Xochilt Orfena
Vera, Short Stuff
College
“Know the plans I have for you;
do not be afraid to face
up to what is required
of you and to face
eventualities as you
come across them.” - Jeremiah 29:11

Rebecca Carley Pacheco
Becky, Pacheco
Photographer, Photojournalist
“You only live once, but if you
do it right, you only have to live
once.”

Courtney Payne
Court, Garvey
Indoor Track 9
College
“Within our dreams and
aspirations are hidden our
opportunities.” - Scott Ebbena

Daniel J. Paquet
Dan
Cross Country 9-12; Indoor
Track 9; Outdoor Track 9-12
Politics
“Good night, and good luck.”

Ashley Paré
Ash, Twin
College
“If you tell the truth, you don’t
have to remember anything.

Joshua Peck
Josh
Football 11

Nicole Pelletier
Nicki
Cheerleading 12
Nutritionist, Psychology
“Anyone can give up; it’s the
easiest thing in the world to do.
But to hold it together when
everyone else would
understand if you fell apart,
that’s true strength.”

Brittany Paré
Barney, Jamaican Bacon
Graphic Designer, Tattoo Artist
“With one of us, you miss
with all of us.”

Courtney Paré
Twin, Dickson
College
“Get the facts or the facts will
get you. And when you get
them, get them right, or they
will get you wrong.” - Dr.
Thomas Fuller

Chelsea Pelletier
Nurse
“Dream as if you will live
forever, live as if you’ll die
today.”

Jamie Michele Pelletier
Tennis 10; Football;
Cheerleading 12; World
Language Club 9-12, French
League 11, President 12
Marine Biology
“Don’t tell me the sky is the
limit when there are footprints
on the moon.”

Most Outgoing
Vladimir Jean &
Kerry Hellman

Most Helpful
Vladimir Jean &
Kerry Hellman
Class Clowns
Daniel Sneehing & Amanda Gagnon

Katherine Pelton
Kitty
World Language Club 12, Spanish Honor Society 12
College
"Yeah!...I got the Holy Spirit, You should get on it - it's a good train."

Brittany Leanne Perry
Social Committee 10-12
College: Dentist
"Around here, however, we don’t look backwards for very long. We keep moving forward, opening so many doors and doing new things...and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths."

Amanda Pierce
Mandi, Ascension
Yearbook Club 9
"Interior Design
Stay up late, wake up early. You can sleep when you’re dead. Take the risks, take the consequences. You only live once, so live it right."

Alexandria Pizzol
Pizza
College: Pharmacy
"Dream as if you’ll live forever; live as if you’ll die today."

Dave Pesante
Dipet
Cross Country 9, Track 9, Golf 9-12
"Architect: be the change you want to see in the world."

Shelby Peterson
Shellster, Chi Chi
Volleyball 10, Select Choir 9-12
"Once must break their shell before they can fly."

Joshua Polk
Philly
Art Club 9-12
"Animators
There are two types of people in the world: people with short attention spans, and Oprah Winfrey."

Stephen Petrarca
Golf, Petrarca
Cross Country 9, Indoor Track 10, Volleyball 9-12, Class Treasurers 11-12, National Honor Society 11-12
Engineering
"As opportunities knock, build a door."

Scott Pierce
Dj Pierc
Radio 9-12, Station Manager 12
Music Producer, Audio Engineer
"It’s not about how to achieve your dreams. It’s about how to lead your life."

Kyle Paul Plante
Kp, KP "Pimpin’
College
"Never take life seriously; nobody gets out alive anymore."

Brandon Pond
Baseball 9-12
Police Officer
"They will tell you not a thousand times, until it all becomes meaningless. All your life they will tell you not, quite firmly and very quickly, and you will tell them yes."
Geoffrey Powers

Megan Printer

Timothy Printer
T. Timmy

Corr 9-12: Basketball 9-12, Baseball 9-12
College: Firefighter

"You can go back and start again, but anyone can start today and make a new ending."

Kyle James Pruneca
Kyle

Cosmetology
"Life is full of challenges. Life is full of problems. Look to the brighter side, never give up, and live life to the fullest. You make who you are."

Heather Rehut
Heath

"A negative judgment gives you more satisfaction than praise - provided it smacks of justice."

Kaila Quinn
KQ

"You're lucky enough to be different than everyone else - don't change to be the same." - Taylor Swift

Brianna A. Rachiele
Bel Reir, Bel

Softball 9-12, Hockey 9-12, Captain 10-12, National Honor Society 11-12
Psychologist, Social Worker
"Laugh as much as you breathe and love as long as you live."

Benjamin Richards
Ben, Cowman

Football 11, Rugby 11-12, Drama 11-12
Teacher
"It's not about the destination, but the journey in which you take to get there."

Ryan Randelski
Rascal Rascal

Soccer 9-12, Captain 12
Quinnipiac University
"Love the life you live, live the life you love."

Ashley Rebele
Ash

College, Zoologist
"To some, an obstacle is an excuse to quit. To others it is an opportunity to grow stronger."

Sydney Richter
S-Cash, Seducer

Student Council 9-12, Treasurer 11, President 12, Marching Band 10-12, Band Council 11-12, Student Council Representative 12

Post-secondary Education: "We have done ourselves a disservice by what we have done for others and what we have not done for ourselves." - Albert Einstein

Carley Lyn Reis

Sean Reil
World Language Club 9-12, Vice President 12

Nutrition and Fitness
"Life may not be what we always dreamed it would be, but while we're here we might as well dance."

Francisco J. Reyes
Flaco, Ambition

Football 12, Video Technician

Craig Richards

Brandon Riggs
Chelsea Ritarosi
Chels
Softball 11-12; Basketball 11-12; National Honor Society 11-12
Spanish Teacher
"But all endings are also beginnings. We just don’t know it at the time." —Audrey Hepburn

Brandon James Roaix
Connor II
"It is what it is."

Jessika Roderick
Jess,jid
Soccer 9-12; National Honor Society 11-12
Doctor
"If they don’t have soccer in heaven, I’m not going."

Meaghan Robinson
Meag
College
"My mom told me in life was to be happy. I went to school and the teacher asked the class to write down what we wanted to be when we were older. I wrote ‘happy.’ She said I didn’t understand the assignment. I said ‘You don’t understand life.’"

Kathleen Rogers

Shannon Robinson
Riya
Soccer 10-12
College
"I’d rather be happy for who I am, than to be loved for who I’m not." —B.B. Clark

Amanda Robles
Mexican, Manda
College
"If I had my life to live over again, I’d make the same mistakes, only slower."

Danielle Rondeau
College
"Dreams can come true if you take the time and think about what you want in your life."

Kelli Rock
K. Rock, Kelli
Select Choir 10-12
Teacher
"Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be successful."

Megan Rock
Meg
"Failure is not an option."

Jennifer Andrew Ruest Jr.
Hunting, Running 9-12
Basketball 9-12; Captain 12; Football 10-12; Captain 12; Track 9
College
"It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog." —Archie Griffin

Alyssa Madison Sadoff
Madison, Aly
Cross Country 9
English Teacher
"I’m the author of my life, unfortunately I am writing in pen and cannot erase my mistakes."
Best Smile
Kyle Cornell & Michaela Feaney

Jacquon Michael Sampson
Jay, Babble
Radio 9; Football 10, 12

College
"If you can't find something to
live for, you best find something
to die for."

Rebecca Searle
Bobby
Interact Club 10-12; President
12; Marching Band 9-12; Drum
Major 12; Indoor Track 11-12;
Outdoor Track 10-12; National
Honor Society 11-12

Nurse
"One day, your life will flash
before your eyes; make sure it's
worth watching."

Cayla Sanderson

Hasbun Altayeb Shehadeh
Shaving, Ishbashmeres
Radio 9-10; National Honor
Society 12

Pharmacy, Law
"If the world knew you as you
are, not as you think you
should be, because sooner or
taxter, if you are posing, you will
forget the game, and then where
are you?" — Fanny Bryce

Mark Sarnicki
Sanocki

Soccer 9-12, Captain 12; Indoor
Track 9-11; National Honor
Society 11; Concert Choir 9

Lauren Satrielli
Machado

Orthodontist
"Be brave. Even if you're not
pretend to be. No one can tell
the difference."

Wendy Searle
Wendell
Cross Country 9-12, Captain
12; Indoor Track 9-12, Captain
12; Outdoor Track 9-12,
Captain 12; Yearbook Club 15-
12; National Honor Society 11-
12; Advisory Board 12

Teacher

Jamison Henry Sheerer

Soccer 9, 10, 12; Tennis 10-12,
Indoor Track 9-10; Outdoor
Track 9

Mechanical Engineer

Domenique Sherman

Cosmetology
"Life isn't about waiting for the
storm to pass, it's about
learning to dance in the rain."

Courtney Sauzier
Coley, Count

Football Cheerdancing 9-12,
Captain 12; Gymnastics 9-12,
Captain 12

"Don't let the fear of striking
out keep you from playing the
game."

Leo Scalfi
Physics
"I'm not out of my mind. I'm
trapped inside of it."

Joseph Sheridan
Joe, J.P.

Wrestling 9-12; Football 10

College
"Live life to the fullest."

Trey Stute
Billboard

"Before you criticize someone,
walk a mile in their shoes. That
way when you criticize them,
you'll be a mile away and have
their shoes."

Kyle Sidlik

Radio 9-11

College, Disc Jockey
"The best way to make your
dreams come true is to wake
up!" — J-M Power

Mike Snipe

"If you can't find something to
live for, you best find something
to die for."

"If the world knew you as you
are, not as you think you
should be, because sooner or
taxter, if you are posing, you will
forget the game, and then where
are you?" — Fanny Bryce

"Be brave. Even if you're not
pretend to be. No one can tell
the difference."

"Life isn't about waiting for the
storm to pass, it's about
learning to dance in the rain."

"Don't let the fear of striking
out keep you from playing the
game."

"I'm not out of my mind. I'm
trapped inside of it."

"Before you criticize someone,
walk a mile in their shoes. That
way when you criticize them,
you'll be a mile away and have
their shoes."

"The best way to make your
dreams come true is to wake
up!" — J-M Power
Michael Silvia
Silvia A. Shilock
Military:
"Live life with your head up because you only live once."

Samuel Simas
Sam Simon
Drama Club 9-12
International Business
"Matter to Mout, Mag to Maine, somebody's gotta do it."

Erik M. Simpanen
Big EZ, Drew
Cross Country 10-12, Captain 8
Outdoor Track 9-12, Outdoor Track 9-12, National Honor Society 13-12, Spanish National Honor Society 17-12, Student Council 9
College, Engineer
"You are not alone. There are many of us who refuse to submit. Hope is still alive. I have you. Pass it on."

Christina Singleton
Cherby
School Newspaper 11-12, Student Council 10
College
"May the wind always be at your back and the sun upon your face."

Alexander Smith
Alex Smith
College
Why put off today's work, when today is yesterday's tomorrow?"

Angela Smith
Nikole, Angie
Cross Country 9, Bball Team 11-12, School Newspaper 11
English Literature
"You are not alone. There are many of us who refuse to submit. Hope is still alive. I have you. Pass it on."

Brittany Sinnott
Brett
College
"None but ourselves can free our mind."

Alicia Nicole Sisto
Sivo
Model Legislature 10-12, Drama Club 11-12, Anime Club 11-12
Elementary School Teacher
"Remember the laughter, remember the pain, remember who you loved, remember what you gained."

Marc Smith
Marcy, Macht
Video Game Designer
"Yeah Baby."

Sarah Skov
Yakubin
Science Club 9-12, President 12, Student Council 9-12, Student TEAMS, Art Club 10-12, Yearbook Club 10-12, National Honor Society 13-12, Spanish National Honor Society 15-12, Marching Band 9-12, Student Body 9-12
Business
"One thing is sure: We have to do something. We have to do it the best we know how. Nine times out of ten, it's something we're going to want to do."

Kathleen Sparvyn
Brexo
Elementary School Teacher
"I've been in hell and back, but it was so worth it."

Matthew St. Jean
Matt
Wrestling 9-10, Cross Country 9
More to Alaska
"Live in peace and peace will live in you."
Michael St. Pierre
Akiva, Me. 65
Youth Speaking Out 9-11
College: Becker's
"If you're not living, life on the edge, just go over."

Samuel Stening
Sam
Hockey 9-12; Baseball 9-12
Physical Education Teacher
"Winning isn't everything, it's just the only thing that matters."

Daniel Blain Stroushing
Stroushing
Basketball 9-12; Volleyball 9-12; Captain 12; Soccer 12
Business Management
"Quid pro quo?"

Erica Thayer
Rica
Tennis 9-12; Captain 12; Advisory Board 11-12
College
"So what you are and say what you feel, because those who think don't matter and those who matter don't think."

Liam Thomas Sullivan
leahvax
World Language Club 9-11; Student Council 9-12; Class Representative; Student Council 9-12; Class Representative; Science Club 9; Yearbook Club 10; National Honor Society 11-12
"You are what you do."

Matthew Sullivan
Sully
Hockey 10
High Performance Mechanic
"Sullivan never slow at start."

Cassandra Thibeault
Teena, Smiley
Meck Trial 11; Tennis 9-12; Captain 12; Golf 9-12; Captain 12; National Honor Society 11-12; Spanish Honor Society 11-12; Yearbook Club 11-12
Engineering
"Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is ours to win or lose." —Eleanor Roosevelt

Michael Shelby Terra
Terra
College
"Take Life as it comes."

Robert Thomas
Bob, Bobby
Soccer 10-12
Air Force, Coast Guard

Shelby Tanner

Frank Strembecki
Frank the Turk
It is like a box of chocolates, all of them are the same.

Pamela Tetrault
Pammy, Pancakes
Special Effects Makeup Artist
"Heh-heh."

Jennifer Thiele
Jen
Cross Country 9-12; Captain 12; Indoor Track 9-12, Captain 12; Outdoor Track 9-12; Captain 12; National Honor Society 11-12
Pharmacist

Keleigh Thompson
Skih Bells, Smart Warrior
AP/IB/TOC 9-12; Captain 12; Doll Team 9-12, Color Guard Commander, School Newspaper 11-12, PA Officer 10-12
College: Art Professor
"To live a creative life we must lose our fear of living wrong." —Oscar Wilde

Most Dramatic
Samuel Simas & Noelle Cotnoir

Most Dramatic
Samuel Simas & Noelle Cotnoir
Most Changed
Christopher Washburn & Wendy Searle

Roxanne Thompson
Rox, Roxy like a pursa
Volleyball 10-11; Class President 9; Social Committee 10-11; Softball 9-10; Drill Team 9; Select Choir 11-12
Physical Therapist
"Those who say they can't, won't."

Oliver Tyce
Overtime, Ollie
"When an opportunity comes up, take it. Don't wait for it."

Lisa Uva
Colleges
"Live for today."

Nico Tibori
Watts
Computer Technician
"Hard work always beats talent if talent doesn't work hard."
- Jackies

Katherine Vachanski
Polish Princess, Rita
Drill Team 9-11; Inspection Commander
International Business
"If you think you are tire, there's no escape."

Alexandra Vatinis-Lohoo
Mae, Pookie
Student Council 11-12
Math Teacher
"What is she doing? Did she just spit her Coke on me?"

Taylor Travers
"The best way out is always through."

Joshua Williams Trow
Trow, Toothpick
Hockey 11-12; Tennis 11-12
Army
"I didn't love the game, I quit."

Caitlin Valletta
Cait
Student Council 9-12, Assistant Treasurer 10-11, Treasurer 12; World Language Club 12; Student Council Representative 12
Elementary School Teacher
"Life is a gift that takes a lifetime to unwrap, piece by piece, day by day."

Nicole Trudell
National Honor Society 11-12; Skills USA 10-12
Colleges
"Ability is what you are capable of doing. Motivation determines what you do. Attitude determines how well you do it."

Kyle Tuchon
Baseball 10-11; Tennis 12
College
"It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it."

Brian Waldeck
Automotive

Brittany Wallace
Brent, Di-Wezzy
Nursing Anesthetics
"Never let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game."

Joseph Verrin
Class Individual
David Deyer & Caitlin Feeney

"Pick up even the smallest of pieces and use them to build bigger and better dreams."
Sen10r Nat10n

Left: It’s a sea of green, yellow, and Senior pride on Color Wars Day!
Below Left: Andrew Wachter gets in the Broadway spirit before Lip Sync auditions.
Below Right: Julie Morrelli and Taylor Hartigan are going to have a lot of fun dancing and on Color Wars Day.
Right: Alone for the first time, Alexfoobar is just liking the speakers at Winter Ball.

Thirsty For Competition

Left: Senior Shaun gives the Senior Drama Club production, Just Like I Wanted, a thumbs up!
Far Above: Brianna Ross and Lea Dreyfus are excited for the Lip Sync competition to begin.
Above: Karly Morrelli is ready to cheer the Seniors on to victory in Almost Anything Goes!
Right: The Seniors get pumped to show the underclassmen how Almost Anything Goes!

Pieces

ERYN WHEELER
State Girls Track & Field Athlete of the Year 2008-2009
Senior Class
of 2010
Senior Year! We entered the high school on a sunny day in August 2009 determined to piece together one great year. Unfortunately, because of over spending we had a $15,000 debt to make up. Fortunately, capstone and portfolio were made much simpler to complete. We had long been told capstone required twenty sources. Now it was ten. Portfolio had required sixteen tasks. Now it was nine. Those of us that had yet to put the pieces of our portfolio together welcomed that news. The mysterious RCTE system mysteriously vanished also. We elected Kerry Hollman as Class President. Mr. Birzanto stayed on as Senior Class Advisor. We spent much time believing rumors that he would quit the job. For Homecoming, we built our float at Kerry’s house. The theme was New York, and we proved junior year was not to be as we came in first place again. Homecoming King and Queen were Nick Bledsoe and Erica Pluta. Despite a great football season, the football team lost both the Homecoming and Thanksgiving game. In October we entered our caps and gowns, the first pieces of our cap. We ordered that signified our high school career was just approaching its end. We signed a “commitment to graduate” diploma at an assembly. As a class, we were reminded of “every senior counts,” that the members of the Class of 2010 should encourage all their classmates to graduate.

On the day of the prom rally, we were our senior year was designed by Ashlee Alba. We planned a great breakfast with family and during an elegant Winter ball at West Valley Inn. We enjoyed our last Sport Week (to see if seniors won for the third year in a row turn to pages 205-207) and danced on the dance floor as far as we could.

It was at this event, when we looked around and saw the same familiar faces of the last twelve years, that we realized that all the pieces of our experiences from the past four years had created wonderful memories. On May 26th, 2010 we held Senior Supper at the Quicksand Country Club. There, we received our yearbook, titled “Pain,” our caps and gowns. Senior Bill pictures, and CBS3’s Attire. On June 7th, it was our Class Day. We read our Senior Literary, our Senior Speech and our Class Will. On June 9th, 2010, a Kerry Hollman delivered her President’s Address at the Rynes Center. We realized the pieces of our high school life, of our adolescence, had come to a close.

As a Class, and as members of the CBS student body, we have pieced together homecoming victories, capstone projects, portfolios, recite books, formal dances, a budget deficit, sports titles, RCTE National Championships, great band performances, Variety Shows, and Drama Productions. Most importantly, we have pieced together friendships and wonderful experiences. It is our hope that the members of the Class of 2010 will continue to piece together wonderful lives. May the pieces in this, the 76th edition of the Rotary Oak, inspire both meaningful memories and memorable futures.

Yearbook Editors,
Juniors

Left: Jillian Lombardi and Kaitlyn Levors bake cakes for the Interscholastic. Right: Josh Matteson stands out from the rest of the crowd as the CHS Perp Rally. Below left: Sarah Kingstrom is enthusiastic for her first ever Homecoming experience. Below right: Juniors take a break from class to pose for the yearbook.

Pieces

A Night to Remember

Far Above: The Bandes make a surprise appearance at the Homecoming Night. Below right: Tanya Blackmore can't wait for the music to start. Left: Megan Page and Samantha Lattiler chill out in advisory. Right: Lacey Baldwin and Renee Quine quietly finish their homework before Academic Labs.
junior Class Officers

Class Adviser
Mrs. Kelly

Class President
Viana Newton

Executive Board
yan Booleon, Brittany Mulvany, Danel Laporte, Mackenzie Clifford

Social Committee
ashley Salemi, Devin Rosa, Kelsey Johansen, Monika Kucal
Below, Steve Boyle, Joe Rosebush, Nick Pahla, and Steve Furtick show up in "Geek" style at the Homecoming Dance.

Above, Jason Plante and Chris Lopes relax on the Junior Class Homecoming Float.
Sophomores

Left: Greg Fusco can't wait for Homecoming to start. Right: Brandon Sullivan dominates the field. Below left: Rebecca Sheeler cannot wait to move on to the new cafeteria. Below: Jenna Lopes has a memorable night at Homecoming.

Above left: Allen Shigley and Amanda Morison celebrate their first day of juniors class. Above right: Class of 2012 Cheering and Robert Vallette representing Coventry as an Invitational Week. Left: The Sophomore class put together an incredible Homecoming.
Ophomore Class Officers

Class Advisers
Mrs. Cole, Mrs. Robichaud

Class President
Kristina Andrea

Executive Board
Beckah Pichard, Vannery Chhay, Haley Crosley

Social Committee
Lair Anderson, Erin Abraham, Katie Auld
Below, Sophie Harris and Kim Blegen wait while they wait for a ride home from school.
Above, Gabby LaFrance has a little sugar after the H1N1 vaccine.
Freshmen Candid

Left: Becky and Tori relax after running in a big race. Right: Mr. Turchetti and Elsa Almeida hang out during advisories. Bottom left: Brandon Hassell and Zach Allen meet up at freshman orientation. Bottom right: Advisory 908 has fun and socializes before academic labs.

Far Above: Lindsay Gagne and Abby Fitzgerald wait outside until the bell rings. Right: The freshmen class put together a great float for Homecoming. Left: Nicole Blair and Krystal Reuter pose for the camera. Above: Scott Francis and Taylor Porter listen to some music before they get back to work.
Freshmen Class Officers

Class Advisers
Mr. Leonard, Ms. Luzier

Class President
Alex Perry

Executive Board
Jessica Titus, Matt Haley, Sam Tripp, Katie Mannette

Social Committee
Sara Quaresma, Aly Perry
Aloha, Amanda McBay and AJ McMahon find something to smile about in their freshman year at CMS.
Above, Julie Witt and Kim Assoli are excited for their first Varsity Race.
Above, Austin Davis is going to be late to class if he doesn’t hurry!
Faculty Candids

Right: Mrs. Johnston and Mrs. Kelly show their Christmas spirit at Broadner with Santa. Far right: Mrs. Yeat helps her student with an assignment. Below: Mr. Zurek and Mr. Turchan spend their time after school coaching the football team. Below right: Mr. Pendarcki plays the role in the school play. Far below, left: Madame Teirna helps cut the seniors at Homecoming as Lady Liberty. Far below: center: Is that Mr. Rockwell under all that face paint? Far below right: Mrs. German shows off her hair styling expertise.
Dear Class of 2010,

The last four years have been special for both of us. I became Principal of Coventry High School when you were freshmen. These last four years we have grown together. You have grown academically and socially. You have contributed to the life of Coventry High School in many ways. Academically, many of you are members of the National and Rhode Island Honor Society. Many of you are on the Honor Roll. Some of you have received early academic awards and will not only graduate this year, but also go on to college.

Members of your class have participated on teams that have won interscholastic titles. Many of you are members of organizations that have brought a vibrant spirit to the high school. Some of you have overcome personal hardships, and many of you have helped a friend succeed at CHS.

Personally, you have helped me grow as an administrator. For that I will be forever grateful. The last four years have seen the “pieces” of your class come together and create a set of shared experiences you will long remember. I sincerely hope your future holds many more great memories.

On behalf of the administration and faculty of Coventry High School, may the pieces of your life continue to be filled with health, honor, and happiness.

Sincerely,
Michael J. Habib
Principal
Mrs Cantino

The Knotty Oak staff proudly dedicates the 76th yearbook to Mrs. Mary Ann Cantino. Mrs. Cantino has been an employee of Coventry Public Schools for thirty years and the Principal's Secretary for the last twenty-three years. During that time, she has been a steady and caring presence at our school. Her indispensable wisdom has guided many students through the sometimes difficult circumstances high school presents to teenagers. Be it a kind smile, a firm hug, a bit of advice, or a stern but friendly reminder of the responsibilities of being an "Oakon". Mrs. Cantino is there for the students of Coventry High.

Mrs. Cantino has also guided many beginning teachers and principals. Numerous employees have sought her advice on how to handle situations with students, parents, and colleagues. Countless principals have been guided by her knowledge of the history of CHS, not to mention her extensive knowledge of the budget process.

This June, Coventry High will lose a wonderful friend and mentor. Mrs. Cantino can retell knowing she has helped shape thousands of lives. The Knotty Oak staff wishes Mrs. Cantino a happy, healthy, and long retirement. Well done, Mrs. C...your memory and presence at CHS will continue to influence the future of the thousands of students and adults you have helped. Goodbye, friend, and may you piece together some beautiful golden years.
Academics

Far Left: Kassie LaFazia chills out in Advisory.

Far Below Left: Heather Charron perfects the art of tie-dying shirts.

Left: Adam Adocya splits his attention between keeping a tight grip on that beaker and watching the lab.

Below: Stephanie Gill and Meg Griffin have four more years to make colorful memories in Advisory.
Academics

Far Left: Justine Melvin diligently continues with her schoolwork.
Left: Kathleen Rogers and Chelsea Abbenante spend a fun class period outside ice-dying.
Below: Alex Bolcon discovers his inner artist in Mixed Media.
Far Below Left: A Christmas candy cane makes a wonderful treat!

Above: In Mrs. Johnson's Special Education, Bretney Meloney, Michael B. and Demetrio B. share a moment.
Far left: Andrew Grubb creates a stylish necklace.
Above Right: Sarah Dilber is a visitor to Mrs. Whelan in the Copy Center.
Below: Marissa Heros, Alex Hendrick, and Niko Johnson create a masterpiece in Art.
Below: Taylor Swedel, Jermaine Russell, and Mike Raymond share a laugh.

Pieces

Marauders Day

Ericson has a minute of good humor before his AP History quiz.

Marauders Day makes the school day brighter with her brilliant smile.

Marc Catlow gets some college advice from Mrs. Banakos.
Academics

Far Left: Amy Oberlander always knows how to keep a smile on her face.
Left: Brittany Pare pieces together a beautiful map in her history class.
Far Below Left: Kim Ascoli knows there is nothing more fun than a pretty tie dyed shirt.
Below: Nicole Francis stays focused on her AP History assignment in the minutes before the lunch bell.
Career and Tech

Far Left: The Cosmetology room includes a full-service salon.
Far Below Left: Health Careers students can be identified by the scrubs they wear throughout the year.
Left: Mike Barske and Scott Pierce fiddle with circuitry during Electronics.
Below: Automotive students spend their class periods working on and repairing actual cars in the Automotive garage.

Above: Ed Cole is a professional when it comes to cutting through wood.
Above: Students in the Carpentry program construct fences in the nearby communities.
Above Right: Matt St. Jean deals with scary-looking machinery all day in Career and Tech.
Right: All students in Culinary gain valuable job experience by working the front of the house.

Left: Katrice DeAngeli decorates a beautiful gingerbread house with the made for Christmas in the Culinary room.
Below: Demonique Sherman braids the hair of her client during practice for her Cosmetology exam.
Right: Running a restaurant is a very stressful job, even the best chefs have to let off steam behind the scenes.
Field Trips

Above: Seniors Jess Gutierrez, Desarae Colmenares, Aerin Robinson, and Omar Peraldo enjoy a day of learning outside of the classroom.

Above Right: Over the summer, nine lucky Seniors were given the opportunity to spend ten days touring Spain.

Middle: Matt and Madden with two pumpkins straight from the pumpkin patch.

Below: These lucky CHS students had the opportunity to go on a field trip to the Knotty Oak Farm and learn about organic food production.

Far Left: Madame Teixeira has a fun time taking the World Language Club to multicultural events.

Left: Sabrina Pereira, Jenna Lopes, Maluressi Shields, Madeleine Tennent, and Megan Spender play a game of tag at the Museum of Work and Culture.

Below Left: Victoria Ashley takes a field trip with her class down to the Knotty Oak Farmhouse.

Below: The World Language Club is all bundled up for their next activity during "Christmas in New York"!
Celebrating Success

Left: Steve Pratt and Joe Rocchio celebrate their ribbon-winning projects at the Science Fair.

Below: The Carpentry Program attends Skills USA with the hopes of earning a spot in the National Competition.

Far Left: Dean Sadowski walks up to receive a ribbon for his Science Fair efforts.

Below Far Left: Amanda Hoskins poses with her second-place History Day project, "The Panama Canal."

Above: The 2010 CHS Science Fair produced several eye-catching projects on a variety of topics.}

Vitamin C: Stand the test!

Above: The 2010 CHS Science Fair produced several eye-catching projects on a variety of topics. 

Cory Jobert and Tyler Tomas make some last minute adjustments before the Robotics Competition begins.

Emma Brodi and Nicole Trudell are proud of their efforts in the Skills USA Competition.

Jenna Lopez and Allie Myers are proud of their Sister Mill project, which came in third overall in the National History Day competition.
Girls Tennis

The Oakers Girls Tennis Team had a fantastic season this year. Senior captains Cassandra Thibeault and Erica Thayer led the team into the Division IV state championships for the first time in twenty years. The Oakers placed first in the division and second in the state. In addition to this amazing feat, all the members of the Varsity team earned the title of All-Division, including Juniors Haylee McHale, Gianna Vallante, and Sarah Kam. At the end of the season, the girls had won sixteen of their games and had only lost one game. Also contributing to the success of the team was the incredible Sophomore Duo Kate Donovan and Mackenzie Richter, who had a remarkable season. The Oakers have shown a great improvement over the past few years, and the returning players hope to have another successful season come next fall. Next season the team will greatly miss Seniors Jannelle Boucher, Liz Ervin, and Kayla Lynch.

Pieces of the Team

Front Row: J. Boucher, C. Thibeault, E. Thayer, M. Kam, H. McHale

Center: Captain Cassandra Thibeault executes a flawless backhand during a match. Top Right: Captain Erica Thayer skillfully places the ball. Bottom Right: Haylee McHale prepares to smash the ball back to her opponent. Bottom Center: Liz Ervin is all smiles while playing tennis! Bottom Left: Kate Donovan displays how to hit a perfect forehand.
Boys Soccer

As a result of much effort and determination, the Boys Soccer team posted a final record of four wins and fourteen losses in the difficult and competitive Division I. The team played their best against impressive opponents such as Bishop Hendricken and Chariho. Season highlights included victories against Mount Hope, East Providence, Portsmouth, and Woonsocket. The team was led by Senior Captains Zachary Cruz and Ryan Rasielelski. The boys' hard work and persistence earned the Coventry Oaks a spot in the Division I playoffs, where they were defeated in the first round by Bishop Hendricken. Seniors Ryan Rasielelski, Tim Printer, and Emison Sherer were key players throughout the season. With the majority of the team returning next year, the outlook for future victories is bright.

Pieces of the Team

Top Row: Coach Crotty, Mr. Walsh, E. Leroi, K. Cole, J. Olsen, N. Carley, D. Stuebing, A. Ritchette, B. Sullivan, T. Printer, Z. Cruz, R. Thomas, Coach Frigan

Center: Captain Ryan Rasielelski champs down the field leaving his opponents behind. Top Right: Brett Lasorsa takes his defender. Bottom Right: Captain Tim Printer skillfully controls the ball. Bottom Center: Kyle Cole beats Tollgate in a race to the ball. Bottom Left: Captain Zach Cruz makes an impressive pass to his teammates.
Girls Soccer

The Lady Oakers Soccer Team posted a season record of three wins, ten losses and four ties. Despite having a young and inexperienced team of underclassmen, the girls still gave it their all. The team, coached by Mr. DiMauro, was led by Captain Lauren Serricelli and seniors Jess Roderick and Shannon Robinson. Victories against North Smithfield, Mount Hope, and Cumberland were season highlights for the Lady Oakers. With their exceptional skills and abilities, seniors Lauren Serricelli and Shannon Robinson earned Second Team All-State honors. Key underclassmen were Junior Kristina Almeida, sophomores Robyn Davenport, Blair Anderson, Victoria Cruz, and Kate Guillenette, and freshmen Elsa Almeida and Anna Howes. These girls will be important assets for the team in the years ahead.

Pieces of the Team

Center: Kristina Almeida is ready to kick the ball down the field. Top Right: Kate Guillenette defends the ball from Scituate. Bottom Right: Shannon Robinson and Nicole Francis fight for control of the ball. Bottom Center: Amanda Davenport races to reach the soccer ball. Bottom Left: Goalie Jessica Roderick makes an amazing save.
Football

The Coventry Ooks football team celebrated a successful year with a season record of seven wins and three losses. a drastic improvement from previous seasons. Coached by Mr. Zannelli, senior captains: Jon Mohoney, Colin McCaffrey, and Jon Russ led the team to the division playoffs for the first time in six years.

In the playoffs, the team tied for first in the competitive Division II.4 with South Kingstown High School due to their strong offense, solid defense, determination, and drive. Other seniors who greatly contributed to the team include: Vlad Jan, Jauquin Sampson, Dan Diprete, Dan Ferdinand, Rob Lebel, Derrick Light, Seth Costello, Carl Hernandez, Zachary Britten, Travis Gelineau, Zachary Franzese, and Geoff Powers. Although the presence of these seniors will be missed, the numerous juniors and sophomores returning to the team will lead the other players in the years to come.

South Kingstown L 36-0
Cumberland W 31-28
Pilgrim W 24-6
Shea W 14-12
Tiverton W 21-7
Lincoln W 35-6
Cranston East W 23-14

Center: The Ooks offensive line is ready and waiting for the snap. Far Below Left: Conner Fosythe lines up to play with the rest of the defense. Below Left: Seniors Colin McCaffrey and Geoff Powers dominate on the field. Far Below: Quarterback Mike Fiske executes a perfect hand off to the running back Dallas Blue. Below: Zach Franzese punts the ball back to the opponent.

Pieces of the Team

The 2009 Boys Cross Country Team had an extraordinary season this year. They made history at Coventry High School by placing fourth at the State Meet. This qualified the team for the New England Championship Meet for the first time in school history. The team was led by strong performances of Seniors Dan Paquet and Nick Bolcon, Juniors Dennis Ryan, Dan Sadowski and Nick Paiva, and Sophomore Greg Fusco, all of whom made the All-Suburban Division Team. Rounding out the Varsity Team as Junior Dan Clarkin. 2009 Captains were Erik Sjimpansen and Nick Sulem. In the dual meet season the Cross Country Team finished second in the Suburban Division with a record of nine wins and one loss to Bishop Hendricken. They went on to do well in the Class A Meet and the Championship. The impressive performances of Dan Paquet and Dennis Ryan also qualified them for the All-Class A Team.

**Pieces of the Team**

Bishop Hendricken
- Scituate W 15:50
- Cranston East W 15:50
- Warwick Veterans W 15:50
- Juanita Sanchez W 15:50
- Pilgrim W 15:44
- East Greenwich W 20:43
- Johnston W 15:50

Center: Dennis Ryan pushes past his competitor to take the lead. Top Right: Sophomore Greg Fusco flies through the 5k course at Goddard Park. Bottom Left: Dan Paquet sprints in the last stretch to the finish line. Bottom Center: The Boys Cross Country Team sprints off the starting line. Bottom Right: Nick Paiva, Nick Bolcon, Dennis Ryan, and Dan Paquet stride out in a tight pack. Below: Erik Sjimpansen keeps the pressure on at the finish line.
Girls Cross Country

The Lady Oak's Cross Country team had a strong season despite losing six of their Varsity runners. Coached by Michaela Driscoll, Senior Captains Jen Thiele, Wendy Searle, and Anita Kurdi led the team through the dual meet season, state championships, the CVS Downtown 5k, the Thetford Invitational, and the Bronx Invitational. All-Division Honors went to Vera Fedorenko, Meghan Paquet, Gaby Lesnett and Wendy Searle who, along with Freshman Jen Haley, led the team to a third place finish in the Suburban Division and an eleventh place finish at the State Championships. Meghan Paquet and Vera Fedorenko also received All-Class Honors. After an impressive 16th place finish at the State Championships, Vera Fedorenko competed in the New England championships. Lauren Volpe and Michaela LeCampion were key runners in the JV team's 4th place finish at JV States.

Pieces of the Team

Center: Vera Fedorenko has perfect pacing form at Class Meet. Top Right: Meghan Paquet and Gaby Lesnett finish consecutively to score for Coventry. Bottom Right: Wendy Searle focuses on her finish. Bottom Center: The Varsity Team strides out in a pack before the State Meet. Bottom Left: Jen Thiele pushes to the finish line at Goddard Park.
Girls Volleyball

The Lady Oakers Volleyball Team achieved an impressive season record of eleven wins and seven losses. Captain Sam Biondo and seniors Samantha Cannon, Roxy Thompson, Shayna Halpin, and Victoria Ashley led the team through the many challenges. Season highlights included victories against top teams such as North Kingstown and Toll Gate. Offensive leaders for the season were Sara Biondo, Shayna Halpin, Vanessa Gutierrez, and Courtney Dibiase. Roxy Thompson, Lyndsey Sweeney, Stephanie Duprey, and Sarah Koerner made up the Oakers' solid defense. Hannah Cole and Alyssa Nahigian were key setters throughout the season. After a successful season, the Lady Oakers were on to play in the playoffs. They made it to the quarter finals before losing a tough match against LaSalle. For their exceptional abilities, Captain Sam Biondo and Junior Hannah Cole earned All-Division I honors.

Center: Victoria Ashley and Hannah Cole jump above the net to block the ball. Below: Roxy Thompson jumps for the ball. Far Below: Hannah Cole is ready to slam the ball against her opponents. Bottom Center: Alyssa Nahigian shouts to her teammates. Bottom Left: Sam Cannon and Shayna Halpin play the front row on the court.

Pieces of the Team

Row: Coach Busc, S. Halpin, V. Ashley, R. Thompson, S. Biondo, S. Cannon
Row: T. Webster, S. Clarke
Indoor Track

Oaks’ indoor track team competed at the New England Championships. The team was coached by Mr. Bradshaw and Mrs. Perschauer.

The successful performance of both the Boys and Girls teams helped both the Boys and Girls teams to finish at the State Championships. In the Championship Meet, Sophomores Kate Hiney placed 19th for the 55 meter Dash and Junior Vera Fedorenko placed 27th in the 1000 meter run. The 4x800 Team, composed of freshmen Benjamin Hales, Sophomore Nicole Francis, and Senior Amanda Hiney, placed 12th in the 55 meter hurdles and 12th in the 4x400 meter relay. Junior Ryan placed 5th in the 1000 meter run and Sophomore Dan Clarkin placed 16th in the 6000 meter run. Tim Clarkin, Dan Clarkin, and Ryan competed in the State Meet for the 4x400 relay team. The Oaks forward to future seasons of improvement with upcoming talent.

Pieces of the Team

Left: Dan Clarkin sprinting to finish in first place.
Above: Senior Captains Erik Simonsson, Tim Clarkin, and Ken Reynolds are excellent leaders.
Top: Left: Joey Company has perfect form during high jump.
Top Right: Tim Clarkin leads the 4x400 team.
Above: Above Right: Perfect form on way to win a relay.
Right: Tim Clarkin powers over the hurdles to win.

Below Left: Melissa Badmaeva leaps to the finish.
Left: The 4x400 team is excited after their big win.
Wrestling

The 2009-2010 Oakers Wrestling team had a successful season in spite of missing much-needed upperweights. Captains Colin Cocaine and Nick Bottella both led the team to a 6-10 record in the competitive Division I. Nick Bottella, a junior, lost only two dual meet matches in his weight class. Senior Colin Cocaine went undefeated through the season and went on to win the State Title in the 152 pound weight class; he was the first Coventry wrestler to win the State Championship since Coach Souza. Colin also represented Rhode Island in the New England Wrestling Tournament. Sophomores Jared Wilson, Zach Wilson, Christian Bottella, and Dylan Olson also contributed to the team’s overall success this year. They will be returning to CHS Wrestling as the starting lineup for next season, and carry the Oakers forward into future success.

Pieces of the Team

Rear Row: H. Gaffney, Coach Souza, Coach Gaffney, Coach Pardock

Second Row: R. Winn, G. Primrose, M. Rzeszutko, D. Collum, B. Cravens, T. Fischer


Rear Row: C. Green, B. Rand, G. Fasano, J. Nicholas, G. Olive, T. Wines, S. Wilson

Below: Captains Nick Bottella and Colin Cocaine pose for the camera. Below Left: Dylan Olson works to pin his opponent. Below Center: Christian Bottella brings the competition to the mat. Below Right: Nick Molak prepares to take a shot on his opponent.
Ice Hockey

From the very first time the puck dropped onto the ice, the Oakers Hockey Team was destined for a magical season. After last year's difficulties, the players decided to buckle down and once again, the weight of the season. Led by Captain Sam Stenning, and Ryan Galvin, the 2009-2010 Hockey team continued astronomical improvements. They went undefeated in the first 14 games of their season before losing a very difficult overtime game to the first-ranked Portsmouth team. Goalkeepers Mitch Beck and Stephen Patti were able to keep most opponents out of the net throughout the season. The team finished 14-2-1 on the season and entered the playoffs for the first time in four years. Though they lost in the first round, the players put up a great fight and went into double overtime and two shootouts in the first game, followed by a second game that ended in an overtime loss. Four seniors had a huge impact on the team's success this year: Ryan Galvin (goalie), Sam Stenning (captain), defender Mike Koveshki, and goalie Mitch Beck. They will be sorely missed next year, but strong juniors will carry the team forward into more success. Junior Nick Pavia led all of Division II Hockey players in points scored, and Seamus Fennelly made key goals for the Oakers once he recovered from injury. Coventry High School hockey fans can look back on this season with pride and into the future with confidence.

Below left: Mitch Beck sharpened his goal rendering skills before the game begins. Below center: The Oakers bench cheers on their teammates to yet another victory. Far below: Nick Pavia chases the puck down the ice. Below: Seamus Fennelly keeps himself focused on the game, instead of all the fans chanting his name.

Pieces of the Team

Front Row: B. Raisell, Z. Loveless, N. Pirro, C. DiPinto, S. Patti, M. Beck, J. Stringfellow, C. Rogers
The Coventry Boys Basketball team experienced a very successful season. Despite losing four starters from last year, the Oakers managed to end the year with an impressive 18-6 record. Three of the team members averaged double digits in points scored. Senior Sean Finnegan, Junior Nate Stinchell, and Sophomore Garrett Douglass. Senior Tyler Grabowski, Senior Jon Reust, Tim Painter, Brad Auger, and Danny Stroebing (co-captain) led the team on and off the court, and their leadership will be missed next season. A team short, however, is what propelled the Oakers to a third consecutive appearance in the Division II semifinals. Portsmouth played a tough game and the Oakers fell in a difficult loss. In spite of a season cut short, the Coventry boys played basketball with passion and always drew large crowds wherever they traveled. The Oakers move up to Division I next year, and they hope to continue improving. Under the guidance of Nate Stinchell and Garrett Douglass, the future of the Coventry Basketball team looks bright.

Center: Sean Finnegan launches into the air to sink a jump shot.
Below: Seniors Jon Reust and Tyree Andrews defend their basket from the rival Wizards.
Below Right: Garrett Douglass looks for a pass.
Below Center: Defenders cover Nate Stinchell as he tries to make a basket.
Below Left: Danny Stroebing fights for control of the ball.

Pieces of the Team

Top Row: Coaches Campbell, Coach Dubois, T. Cloutier, S. Passeggi, J. Reust, D. Stroebing, T. Anderson, B. Auger, T. Painter, Coach Livingston, Coach Donio
Bottom Row: D. Lincoln, N. Stinchell, G. Douglass, J. Ward, A. Greenwood
Girls Basketball

This season the Lady Oakies were proudly led by two new coaches, Jared Branch and Darren Beauford. Captains Michaela Ferry, Elise Fortier and Hannah Cole guided the girls to a Division I season record of 9-2, which earned them a place in the playoffs. The Varsity’s starting lineup was composed of Mike Ferry, Gabielle L'Esperance, Hannah Cole, Brooke Willard and Casey Cloutier. The clincher of the Oakies’ season was a tough victory over North Kingstown. They gained further respect after a pubic revenge against North Kingstown. Their first playoff game was against rival BWM, and the Oakies won their season come to a tough end in states. Senior Elise Fortier achieved Third Team All-Division for her efforts in the other league. Michaela Ferry had her best season in both a leader and a scorer. Sophomore Casey Cloutier was an important spark for the Oakies’ defense, while fellow Sophomore Antonio English was an aggressive inside player and a key to the court. Hannah Cole, a junior guard for the Oakies, earned Second Team All-Division honors. Brooke stepped up as an important three-distance player on both offense and defense. Also leading the team was Hannah Cole, who controlled the paint on offense and passed an effective floor. Running wing Tiffany Webster kept defenses on their toes. The defense relied on the leadership of these senior leaders, but the Lady Oakies Basketball Program has a wealth of talent to continue to the court in 2021-22.

Center: Gabrielle L'Esperance jumps for control of the ball against East Greenwich. Below Hannah Cole high five's her teammate after winning the game. Below Right: Casey Cloutier is ready to block every opponent coming her way. Below Center: Elise Fortier has perfect form as she shoots a basket.

Below Left: Brooke Willard looks for a pass.

Pieces of the Team


Front Row: M. Mitchell A. English, A. Goymon, M. Ferry, M. Baque, E. Hall, C. Cloutier
Gymnastics

The Coventry gymnastics team celebrated a successful season in the competitive Division I with a final record of six wins and five losses. Senior captains Anita Kunda and Courtney Sauier led the team through a difficult season plagued with injuries. Important victories for the Lady Oakers against Barrington, Middletown, and LaSalle led the team to a fourth-place finish in Division I. A total of ten gymnasts qualified for the State Championships with Courtney Sauier, Julie Later, Tiffany Smith, Haley Crossley, and Stephanie Fitzgerald qualifying in the all-around. Haley Crossley’s seventh-place finish at the State Meet earned her a spot at the New England Championships, where she placed sixth on the balance beam. The outstanding achievement of Haley Crossley, Courtney Sauier, and Stephanie Fitzgerald earned them All-State and All-Division 1 Honors. Freshman Kimme Ascoli, Cassie Champagne, Courtney Larcher, Missy Pacheco, and Michelle Paolucci greatly contributed to the team and will become important assets to the team in the years to come.

Center: Courtney Sauier strikes an impressive pose during her beam routine.
Below: The girls work together to improve their handstands.
Below Right: Stephanie Fitzgerald has perfect form as she dismounts the uneven bars.
Below Center: Captains Anita Kunda and Courtney Sauier smile after an important victory.
Below Left: Haley Crossley prepares herself for a difficult bar routine.

Pieces of the Team
Interact and Honor Society p. 178
Yearbook and The Entry p. 180
Drama and Student Council p. 182

Drill Team and CSA p. 184
Dance Team p. 186
World Language Club and Art Club p. 187
Model Legislature and Mock Trial p. 188
Science Club and Envirothon p. 189

Clubs and Organizations
Cheerleading

The cheerleaders of Coventry High School are always there to support our outstanding athletes. Whether it is at the football field, the basketball court, or the ice rink, their voices can be heard loud and clear. They lead the crowds in cheers of victory and school spirit. They also display their school spirit in the hallways, wearing uniforms on game days to alert fellow students. Wearing the school colors of red and white, the CHS cheerleaders inspire the student body to come out and support their school. Their rules never fade, nor their faith.

Left: The 2020 Football Cheerleading squad shows off their style at the Thanksgiving Day game. (Captains: Jess Baker, Vanessa Brown, and Kari Delorme)
Far Above: The Basketball Cheerleaders bring spark and energy to every Boys Basketball game. (Captains: Erin Collins, Ariana Graziano, and Jamie Pater)
Above: The Hockey Cheerleaders never let the freezing ice dampen their spirit. (Captains: Lindsey Morey and Brianna Rachfield)

Above: The cheerleaders take the court by storm with an inspirational routine during an intense Coventry-West Warwick game.
Right: Two perfect pyramids, side by side, finish off an excellent halftime performance by the football cheerleaders.

Pieces

The Sophomore football cheerleaders prepare themselves for their next routine at the Thanksgiving Game Pep Rally.
Seniors Ariana Graziano, Faith Whitney, and Erin Collins led the basketball cheerleaders with positive attitude and smiles.

Captain Lindsey Myers and Brianna Rachfield have spent the past three years cheering for the Coventry Boys Ice Hockey team.
The Coventry High School Music Department offers many performing and non-performing courses. The ensembles prepare year-round, preparing for and performing at home football games, parades, recitals, Varsity Revue, RI Music Educator Festivals, and jazz ensembles. Members of the Music Department accompanied this year's fall musical, "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty." Many of the students singing to the All-State Band or Choir. The level of talent found within the Music Department is an important piece of CHS, but so are its other students.

Non-performing classes such as Guitar Clinic offer kids a chance to learn more about music without the pressure of performing onstage. Other popular courses include Music Theory and History of Rock. Whatever your level of musical talent, the Coventry High School Music Department will have a place for you. Instructors Mr. Rosenfield, Mr. DeGraide, Mrs. Masse, and Mr. Smith invest large amounts of time and effort into making music an enjoyable experience for all students involved.

Above Left: Mr. Rosenfield prepares Concert Band for the upcoming Spring Concert 2010. Left: The Band room is always full of students ready to create and appreciate music. Above: Rebecca Steele leads the Marching Band down the Homecoming Parade route, showing off some CHS spirit in school colors. Right: Two concert band students work on mastering their music in class, but their dedication continues outside of the classroom.

Above Far Left: The Seniors of Select Choir pose on group picture day. Above Center Left: Lindsey Meyn and Melissa McGill lead Concert Choir as the only two seniors.

Above: Select Choir puts in a large amount of practice time during school to prepare for their concerts.
Music Department Cont.

Concert Band
Middle Row: S. Goshko, A. Conboy, J. Pulaski, D. Raba, A. Lott, T. Viggiano, M. Scaplin
Front Row: M. Pawlow, K. Verheul, C. Green, C. Johnson, M. Leggat, M. Mecias, N. Jerina, B. Stewart

Advanced Band
Front Row: T. Korn, J. Latino, M. Westfield, R. Johnson, S. Haynor, J. Grabowski, C. Jackson, B. How, N. Maloney
Middle Row: A. Johnson, A. Nowak, A. Nowak, S. West, A. Wall, A. DiBello, D. Corson, D. Doller
Middle Row: P. Johnson, S. Garcia, B. Rowan, D. Licciardi, N. Lyons, S. Lowery
Front Row: F. Cracchiolo, B. Bue, H. Votola, I. Fox, S. Wilson, M. Mecias, J. Cutler, A. Rios, T. Reavis, B. Reavis

Marching Band
Middle Row: M. Skipper, C. Pulaski, J. Pulaski, D. Raba, A. Lott, T. Viggiano, M. Scaplin
Middle Row: P. Johnson, S. Garcia, B. Rowan, D. Licciardi, N. Lyons, S. Lowery
Front Row: J. Grabowski, 3. West, S. Haynor, J. Latin, I. Fox, S. Wilson, M. Mecias, N. Jerina, B. Stewart

Jazz Band
Back Row: S. Turner, J. Latino, J. Jackson, B. Maloney, M. Maloney, B. How, N. Maloney
Middle Row: A. Lowery, A. Rios, J. Cutler, S. Reavis, I. Fox, S.旅游局

Select Choir
Back Row: S. Korn, B. Bue, S. Pulaski, J. Pulaski, D. Raba, A. Lott, T. Viggiano, M. Scaplin, B. Lowery
Middle Row: M. Winer, J. Latin, M. Westfield, R. Johnson, S. Haynor, J. Grabowski, C. Jackson, B. How, N. Maloney
Middle Row: J. Purcell, C. Pulaski, D. Raba, A. Lott, T. Viggiano, M. Scaplin
Middle Row: P. Johnson, S. Garcia, B. Rowan, D. Licciardi, N. Lyons, S. Lowery
Front Row: J. Grabowski, 3. West, S. Haynor, J. Latin, I. Fox, S. Wilson, M. Mecias, N. Jerina, B. Stewart

Below: B. Desorcy, J. Plante, C. Lopes, A. Letarte

Music lovers of the CHS community find their place within the school radio station: WCVY 91.5. This creative group broadcasts "a better mix of rock" and their music library is always growing. Each member spends countless shifts running the station and keeping WCVY on the air. The station also broadcasts sporting events and concerts live.

Laura Howard adds to the collection of music played on WCVY.

Above: The Friday afternoon WCVY crew takes a break from their jobs to pose for a Yearbook photo.

Below: B. Desorcy, J. Plante, C. Lopes, A. Letarte

Rachel Ferdinandi addresses the listeners during her after school shift.
Interact

Under the direction of Mrs. Leavitt and Mrs. Johnson, the Interact Club, a CHS community service organization reaches out to help those in need. Baking bread for the senior center, making sandwiches for the homeless, and visiting the Alpine Nursing Home are a few of the initiatives.

Fictional content: Interact is an organization that promotes community service and leadership among high school students. It is a great opportunity for students to give back to their community and develop valuable skills.

Back Row: J. Melvin, S. Leisard, M. Clifford, N. Jacovone, J. Lombardi
Front Row: Mrs. Johnson, C. Lavoie, B. Mulvaney, M. Anderson, T. Lyon, R. Seale, & Campbell, Mrs. Leavitt

National Honor Society

The National Honor Society is made up of students that best represent leadership, scholarship, character, and service. The organization supports Mr. Stetson's first-floor recycling program, Relay for Life, and other service projects. All members of NHS seek to better themselves, their school, and their community.

Victoria Forrestal and Shannon Croy get refreshments on cookies and milk day.

Molly Cocaine and Chelsea Abbenante smile before getting down to business.

Fictional content: National Honor Society is an academic honor society for high school students that recognizes and encourages excellence. It is an opportunity for students to showcase their achievements and leadership qualities.
Yearbook

The Yearbook Club is comprised of students involved in the preparation of the annual yearbook, the Rotary Oak. The Yearbook staff, under the direction of faculty advisor Mrs. Johnson and financial advisor Mr. Briones, spent countless hours designing, writing, and photographing for the 37th edition of the Rotary Oak. Senior Editors David Cervantes, Arvin Knudsen, and Danielle Patel worked with Executive Chief Matt Freidel and assistant editors throughout the summer to ensure the book would be a success. Senior Chad Smith and Cameron Thibeault worked diligently on their design challenge. Student Life Committee coordinators also helped make “pieces” of the book.

The Entry

Led by Mrs. Boyle and Ms. Plante, The Entry is a student-run free newspaper that usually publishes eight editions during the course of the school year. Students contribute to the paper by writing stories, taking photos, designing the layout, and editing the editors in print to printing. All students are welcome to publish stories in the school paper, and The Entry also features poetry and creative writing by CHS students.

Nicole Deliberto organizes story ideas for the next edition of The Entry.

Monika Brown gathers everyone's contact information for the upcoming deadline.
Drama Club

The CHS Drama Club produces two productions each year. This fall our talented group of student actors, singers, and dancers put on a wonderful rendition of the new rock musical "Emerald Man." Under the direction of Mr. Wilkinson, the kids met every week for countless hours. The end result was a moving, heartwarming, modernized version of Don Quixote that had everyone asking "who's really crazy?"

Student Council

Although best known for the planning of beloved school activities such as Homecoming, Varsity Revue, and Spirit Week, the CHS Student Council is responsible for many lesser known projects. The council coordinates two annual blood drives, the birthday recognition program, an end of year awards banquet, scheduling of fund raisers in the building, and a food drive. Members also assist with school picture day, faculty appreciation days, and other school and community service projects.

Den Richards brings [poetry to life on stage as Duncan's best friend, Jamal.

Vice President Allie Bosquet cuts up the cake enjoyed by STUCO on the first Thursday of each month.

Student Council Executive Board

[Names of students listed]

Vicky Vokes and Student Council President Sydney Rehner break up some JELLOO before the big wrestling tournament.
Drill Team

The Country High School ROTC Falcon Drill Team have brought home several National Championships throughout their history at CHS. The Regulation Drill Team is led by senior Mollie Ginn who is a member of the Falcon Drill Team. The Falcon Drill Team participates in the Thanksgiving Day Parade. The Falcon Drill Team has performed at numerous events such as the Idaho State Fair and the State capital. The team is currently practicing for their next performance which is scheduled for the end of the month.


CSA

The Conscription Student Association meets after school most Thursdays. Under the guidance of Mr. Golas, members strive to promote and support American patriotism in Country High School. During holidays, the CSA makes available blank notebooks to other students to sign. These notebooks are then sent to troops in the Middle East. When students are not working on a petition project, they review the latest news and updates from around the country.

Back Row: Mr. Golas, A. Whitman, D. Pauquet, N. Bolzon, S. Slepak, D. Sadowski

Andrew Whitman signs a letter of petition for money to send supplies to the Middle East.

CSA President Dan Pauquet types up another petition letter on the computer.
The Dance Team, coached by Ms. Lise Palumbo, performed at home football games. They participated in the Pep Rally and the Thanksgiving Day games. The girls attended regional competitions but still found time to make a showing at the Spirit Week Dance. No matter where they were performing, the Dance Team always put on a wonderful show for those watching.


The CHS World Language Club promotes understanding and tolerance of other cultures within the school community. Club members visit different countries throughout the year, learning about traditions of other countries, usually accompanied by a fun activity such as cooking classes, language lessons, and cultural experiences. Each November and December, students prepare and present reports on different cultures. The topic of World Language Week, with the help of President Janet Harber and other club members, the World Language Department encourages the student body to acknowledge the significance of recognizing the world's diversity each day of World Language Week by bringing to light countries that are otherwise unfamiliar. The Club Members also take a group trip to New York, where they will visit a world renowned site every day.


The CHS Art Club meets in Miss Alland's room on Tuesdays after school until 3:30 PM. Students, under the advisement of Miss Alland, find space to work on their latest projects. All mediums are welcome: pastels, pastels, colored pencils, even origami! Whether they are completing a class assignment or beginning something new, there is no shortage of creativity in the Art Club.
Mock Trial

The Coventry High School Mock Trial team meets after school most Thursdays in the In-Focus room. The student members create a court case based on given information; they practice techniques such as questioning and cross-examination of witnesses. After months of preparation, the students move to an actual courthouse to deliver their trial in a competition with another school. The members of Mock Trial must dress and think like lawyers in order to be successful in the courthouse.

Back Row: Mr. Booker, M. McGill, D. Donnelly, S. Cannon, K. Touchon, Mr. Bishop
Front Row: A. Civitelli, A. Smith, M. Sweet, E. Blackmar

Science Club

The Science Club, advised by Mr. Rockwell, is an organization which allows students the chance to continue their exposure to science after school. Students participate in and view experimental demonstrations, such as "The Dangers of Pudding in the Classroom". The Science Club also manages the second-floor recycling program at CHS.

Back Row: N. Stinehour, J. Shingles, J. Colvin, A. Kalunian, R. Leach, B. Skow
Front Row: S. Quaresma, E. Carguy, P. Cookson, S. Skow, A.

Model Legislature

Model Legislature is a student government program offered at Coventry High School. Club members, advised by political "junkie" Mr. Nolan, receive prospective bills and legislation over them. They are eligible for mock "leadership" positions within CHS Model Leg and the Rhode Island Model Leg. Students involved in the CHS chapter are very proud to be a part of such an immersive model of the United States government.

Envirothon

Envirothon allows students a chance to study all aspects of our environment: forestry, soils, wildlife, and aquatics. Club members compete in the Rhode Island Envirothon Competition, where they present information on a current events topic. Envirothon also runs the second-floor recycling program every Thursday afternoon. Students participate in educational workshops throughout the school year to continue expanding their knowledge about the planet.
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The 2009 Homecoming dance held on September 18th, was a great success! After careful planning by the Student Council, over 1000 students walked through the doors of CHS and into an entirely new world. They spent three hours "Dancing through The States" and singing along with the pounding bass of the music. At 10 PM, the night was over and parents came to escort the underclassmen while the Juniors caught rides with Seniors. The Class of 2010 laughed and said farewell to another piece of their lives; their last Homecoming.

Jared Wilson has picked the perfect flowers to match Ellie's beautiful red dress—they look great together.

Brittany Altieri takes a quick break from all the dancing to get a cool refreshing drink at the punch fountain.

"The dance was lots of fun and everyone looked great!" —Allie Myers

"It was just a fun night with all of my friends." —Sophie Harris

"Homecoming was so much fun, especially with my best friend Letaney!" —Katie Massarone

"It was the best time I've had at a dance!" —Alex
October 19th dawned bright and cold for participants in the Homecoming Parade, the weather had little improved by the time the game kicked off at 3pm. Despite the rain, the streets of Coventry were lined with fans who watched as the Marching band, cheerleaders, four classes, Student Council, Homecoming King and Queen nominees, and from Feinstein Middle School to 4th Main Street, Troupe Avenue, and Chs. The Class of 2010 won the contest with their theme of "New York." Other grades provided some stiff competition with "Hollywood" and the Sophomores with "Hawaii" had wide floats as well. The students then donned gear to watch their Oakers football team take on a tough opponent, Southport. At halftime, Nick Balcon and Erin Flynn were crowned as Homecoming King and Queen. Overall, the day was a huge success and a fun time for all involved.
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Center: The moment Team Turkey
announced they had won the race.

Left: Turkey Trotters. A fun
weekend of activities for the
turkey obsessed.

Left: Left: "I wish I had
known about this," said
Team Turkey. Middle:
"I wish I had a turkey," said
Team Turkey. Right:
"I wish I had a pie," said
Team Turkey.
Varsity Revue 2009 was a huge success for the HS Student Council and all participants. MCs Sidney Richar and Brandon Malota entertained the audience with all of the talent available—"On a Boat." Although the number of shows was limited to only Thursday and Friday nights this year, there was no shortage of talent on stage. Jazz Band and Select Choir represented the Music Department of Coventry High School, and their performance was nothing less than stellar. The Jazz Band performances featured solos by David Cianciello and James Allen. Jess Baker had a wonderful dance routine designed for the evening and moved the audience. Kristen Flanagan sang a rendition of Taylor Swift's "Crazier," accompanied by Nicole Ebbots on the guitar and Jennifer Green on the 4th. Senior Pat Crowley made five appearances on stage without a single mistake; the MC's pondered renaming the evening "The Pat Crowley Show." In honor of the amusement of the audience, The Kebab advertised and uncovered of hidden talent in CHS, and the acts put on stage did not disappoint.**

pieces

Are Sydney Richar and Brandon Malota Varsity Revue MCs or cruise directors for Oakers on a boat?

"I'm falling even more in love with you" — Patrick Crowley

Nick Mowry and Richard Paez awe the audience with their harmonic melodies.

Once again Jess Baker amazes the crowd with her gracefulhness while dancing to Good Luck by Brian Lenz.
For the second time in seven years, students of all grades came together for the Thanksgiving pep rally. Under the supervision of the "Pep Rally committee," the students cheered on the fall sports teams and celebrated the last pitch of football season. Mr. Redmond returned to play the last Windsor Wizard for another win, and dozens gloriously tormented the band with the "W" theme. Dancing, the cheerleaders, and the ROTC Drill Team also made appearances throughout the rally. The "Oakers" biggest fan, Mr. Morris, was in attendance, and the fall sports teams gave their support from the sidelines. The end of the pep rally, the near-lifted wizard, challenged Mr. Morris to an arm-wrestling contest. The strength of the Oakers impressed Mr. Morris. The 2009 Pep Rally was the result of the joint efforts of teachers and students. They made banners, designed posters, and organized the spirit-raising activities. CHS seniors left early that Wednesday afternoon with their spirits soaring high.

The Falcons ROTC Drill Team opens up the Pep Rally with a commanding performance.

Coventry seniors show their support for the football team before the big Thanksgiving Day game.

Tracy Webster and Jackie Thompson cheer on the sidelines with the rest of the girls' volleyball team.

Center Carl Hernandez gives his senior teammates a pep talk about the Thanksgiving game.

Very Far Left: Mr. Morris battles the West Windsor Wizard (Mr. Lucero) over bringing rights to an arm-wrestling contest.

Far Left: The fall sports team celebrates their State Title from last spring.

Left: Erika Flynn, Jamie Felts, and Emily Collins cheer on their Oaker football team.

Far Above: The girls' soccer team waits for their big moment to take the court.

Above: The football team gets pumped for their big game.
December 12th, the Four Class Executive Board held the annual Breakfast with Santa in the new cafeteria. This was the eighth time that the Board opened its doors for children to come enjoy a festive breakfast. Volunteers, many dressed as Santa’s helpers, elves and reindeer served breakfast, painted faces, and told kids at the door. Other students guided them in making “reindeer food” and ornaments, both completed with plenty of glitter.

At breakfast, the children were invited to take a picture with Santa (played by Erik Simpson), The Elf (Kay Abadmohsen) made an appearance with his “Who” (Lindsay Costello). Mrs. Crenshaw and Helman were present to keep the room spare alive and well. The room became very popular with the little children; other students present were jubilant about the appearance of Santa. The breakfast ended at 11 AM. Children brought their families to the breakfast, over two hundred other members of the community attended. This year was a great time for all who attended, the Board has a great example to follow.

Center: Mr. and Mrs. Claus (Erik Simpson and Kerry Hellman) take their Christmas card photo. Very Far Left: Cat Collard paints a holiday design on Erika Thayer’s face. Far Left: The Breakfast with Santa crew poses before everything begins to take a picture. Left: Taylor Rinard and Emily Brown make great appearances as Santa and his reindeer. Above: Freshmen helped out with Breakfast with Santa this year. Above: Steve Fornaca and Ariel Lapome are Santa’s little helpers while they take tickets at the front entrance.

Jill Conreda smiles from her station: serving up breakfast to the visiting kids.

Danielle Whitaker waits at the facepainting table, and takes a picture or two for the Senior Slideshow.

Bekkah Denard guides the younger children as they make ornaments and “reindeer food”.

Brittany Perry, dressed as an Elf, focuses on painting the perfect winter snowman.
The Junior and Senior classes of Kenmore High School held Winter Ball January 22nd at the West Valley Inn. Seniors chose not to use a seating chart for the "Snow Ball", but no one had any problems finding a table to use. Students ate and laughed their way through dinner, but were impatient for the real action to start. After a long week of midterms exams, the upperclassmen were more than ready to let their troubles on the dance floor. The DJ opened the dance floor at 8 P.M. He took requests and played popular hits that kept everyone moving until 11 P.M. Winter Ball 2010 was a night of cold weather and warm memories. Another piece of history that the seniors will think of and talk about.

Emily Brown goes all-out for her final Winter Ball with a sparkling pink dress and perfect curls.

Lindsey Myers and James Mullen had a great time eating dinner with their friends.

Nick Cinquegrana and Ariel Laporte can’t stop smiling at their first upperclassmen dance.

Courtney Schuier leaves the 2010 Snow Ball after a fun night with Luke Tucker, wearing his jacket to stay warm in the outside air.
Spirit Week is a time-honored tradition at Cousino High School. For one week out of each school year, the four classes are divided against one another in a competition to see which one has the most spirit. From the silent disco outside the school during lunch to the poster contest on the walls, the entire student body is encouraged to participate in the annual celebration.

Spirit Week begins with the annual pep rally on Monday. Each class is assigned a theme, and students dress up accordingly. The class with the most spirited students wins the competition.

On Tuesday, the theme is Crazy Hair and Costumes. Students are encouraged to show off their creativity by dressing up in wacky costumes and having crazy hair.

On Wednesday, the theme is Red and White Day. Each student is encouraged to wear red and white, which is Cousino's school colors. The class with the most spirited students wins the competition.

On Thursday, the theme is Senior Spirit Day. Seniors are encouraged to dress up in wild and crazy costumes, and the class with the most spirited students wins the competition.

On Friday, the theme is the Lip Sync Competition. Each class is given a song, and the class that performs the most spirited performance wins the competition.

Throughout Spirit Week, the Senior Class aims to maintain their pride at each event with thunder sticks. They are clearly labeled for anyone who can't hear the resounding chants of "Senior Pride!"

In this cafeteria full of Senior Spirit, those two juniors seem a little out of place. Far Above: Students prepare for counting on Red and White Day by dressing up in their school pride. Above: Malana Sheftick loves the thrill that Spirit Week brings with it... and she's happy that Sophomores won Color Wars, too.

Left: Alex Nguyen's banana costume is one of a kind! Far Left: Most girls would agree that the clothes make the man; no wonder Formal Day is so popular! Very Far Left: The Crayola Crayons make an appearance at the 2010 Lip Sync! For more on the lip sync, check out the next issue of the "Cousino Crier"!件
Once again, the Covington High School student body gathered to cheer on their classmates at Almost Anything Goes 2010. One of the high schools of the annual events of Spirit Week found the gymnasium crowded with fans wearing Senior, Junior, Sophomore, and Freshman colors. Many students were already familiar with the pieces of fun, including JELLO wrestling, ice cream charades, a pie eating contest, a water balloon toss, the mummy wrap, and a relay race. Juniors of 2011 took the school by surprise with both JELLO wrestling events. However, the seniors dug their heels in and refused to give up. The Class of 2010 won the egg drop, swept the annual game of ice cream musical chairs, a water balloon toss, the mummy wrap, and a relay race. At the end of the night, however, the Seniors were the top dogs once again. The Senior Class of 2010 won a memorable night in the midst of final Spirit Week.

Center: Victoria Forrestal and Kristina Andrea prepare for the first of many rounds in female JELLO wrestling.

Far Above: Kelsey Johansen sports stylish goggles to keep the pie out of her eyes in 3...2...1...

Above: Senior, Junior, Sophomore, and Freshman representatives war calmly for the other egg to drop.

Left: Austin Gugino proves that a cast can’t dampen his class spirit!

Far Left: "Nobody, and I mean nobody, comes into our house and pushes us around." Very Far Left: The competitors leave it in the hands of their classmates to win.

Some freshmen can understand the intensity and importance of Spirit Week the first time around—he’s ahead of the game.

Nicole Bowden and Erica Thayer expertly move the ball across the gymnasium floor, using only their foreheads.

The Class of 2012 cheers on their Sophomore representatives to a surprise victory in the relay race.

Seamus Fennelly and Dean Sadowski coordinate their spices during the Egg Pass Relay.
Friends and Family
Dear Kerry,
That beautiful smile has been warming hearts since the day you were born. Watching you become the proud and strong young lady you have become today has made us so happy. We hope your future is everything you want and more. Reach for the stars, they are only as far as you make them. Laugh, dance, and enjoy every moment! We are all so proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Carl, Kristen, Kevin, Katelyn, and Tyler

Sam Cotter

I am very proud of you! As you begin to fly, spread your wings, pursue your passion, follow your heart, and success will be yours...

Aml,Dad

There are days when important things need to be said and this certainly fills the criteria. I cannot help having a feeling of trepidation. Actually, it is a feeling that is a lot closer to dread. As I sit back and think about the minute I saw your little face, it was simply love at first sight. Having you was one of the happiest days of my life and no matter how old you get, I will always think of you as my little girl. When you were younger we could go shopping and in every store, you would ask me to buy you something. Not only did you have a face of an angel, but you could persuade me with your little green eyes and a simple "please Mommy". How could I ever say no to you? As you grow older, things were not as simple. We did not always agree on friends, boyfriends, and curfew, but in the end, we became the best of friends.

Remember that I love you very much and because of you, I have been able to experience so much joy in my life. I have had the wonderful experience of watching you grow up into a beautiful young woman with only better things yet to come. For that I am so grateful. All too quickly you have reached this day that you have been looking forward to. For me it is a moment I fear with all my heart. It is the day I say "goodbye" to my little girl; it is the day we grow a little further apart. As you soon will be heading off to college, you might be scared, but I know you will prosper and will learn to trust in yourself as I trust you. Just smile and know that I am with you always. I am so very proud of you, my beautiful baby girl. You have filled my heart with pride through all of your accomplishments. Your determination is your magic wand.

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Ash & Han
Jennifer,
Congratulations on reaching yet another milestone in your life. We are so proud of all your accomplishments through your academics, music, and sports. As you transition into college, always cherish your years in high school and reach for new heights in pharmacy school.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Michael, Stephanie and Lisa

Loving congratulations
Kara!!
We are so very proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Ashley, and Brennan

To our son,
You have brought us nothing but happiness.
Watching you as you have grown into a wonderful, caring, intelligent young man has been our honor. We are so proud to call you "our son"
Thanking God every day for you,
Mom and Dad

Alyxx,
We are so proud of you.
You made it!
Love Mom, Dad, and Troy

Jaimie,
Congratulations! We are so proud of you! Always believe in yourself and we look forward in seeing what life has in store for you.
We love you.
Mom, Man, Deb, Josh, and Becca

Evan,
Congratulations! We are so proud of you! We believe you can do anything you want to do. We are very proud of you.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Ryan, Evan, and Betney

It is so hard to believe how fast the time went by. You are all grown up and on your way to great things. We are so proud of you.
Emma

To our dearest Erica,
Congratulations! You have completed one of the most important milestones in your life and WOW did you do it perfectly! We could not be prouder! Thank you for 18 years of pure joy. You are a wonderful person through and through. A terrific sister, fantastic friend, an outstanding granddaughter, niece and cousin, and most of all everything we could ever wish for! We love you and are so proud.
Mom, Dad, Evan, and Becca
Ethan

We are so proud of you.
Mom, Dad, and Amy

Sam,
We are very proud of you!!!
Love, Mom and Dad

Jeff,
You have grown from a happy, inquisitive little boy into a well adjusted, talented young man. Success is waiting for you to come achieve it. Congratulations.
Mom, Dad, Matt, Lauren, & Steph

Nick Bolcon
We are so proud of your accomplishments at CHS.
Now you have the world at your feet! Congratulations.
Love, Mom & Dad

Stephanie
I left too soon, as you know. I miss our talks and watching you grow. Make me proud in all you do. I'll always be there watching your sister and you.
Love, Meme 2-24-09

Tim
How quickly the years have gone!
We are very proud of the person you have become and all your accomplishments on and off the field.

Our one wish for you is that life becomes all that you want it to.

May all your dreams come true!
Congratulations!
Love Mom, Dad, and Katie

Milestones & Memories
The day you were born
Your first tooth
1st steps
1st day of school
1st trip to Disney
1st camping trip with scouts

Congratulations Alex Coe,
Grandpa, Grandma, Ethan, and Sam

Years have passed by too quickly. In our hearts you will always be our little girl. Hope all your dreams come true.
Love, Mom & Dad

Carly,
Ryan,

From a baby, to a boy, to a young man, you were full of life and surprises. Trying to keep up with you has been many things, but mostly challenging and rewarding.

As you move on to new adventures, I will be there to support you and believe in you. I am so proud of all that you have accomplished. You have become the type of man I always hoped you would be.

(I just wish it had not happened so fast!)

Believe in hard work. No one will hand you the future you want. The ladder to success is steep, but take one step at a time and you will get to the top.

Remember that even when there is no path in front of you, you can always make your own. Do not be afraid to take chances or stumble, because eventually you will get to where you want to be.

You are dedicated, intelligent, and full of spirit, and I know you are going to have an incredible life.

Love, Mom

Emily Davenport

Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, Jake, & Robin!

Brian!

Congratulations!
You made it! We will always remember the day you asked us, “How much college do I need to drive the big blue recycle truck?” Whichever path you chose; college, the military, or the big blue recycle truck, we wish you the best. Set your goals, and make them happen.

Love you always,
Mom and Dad
Congratulations Kyle!

You did it! We are very proud of you! There is nothing that you cannot do. Go after your goals in life and always be proud of who you are.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Meagan sonoco

Ryan

Dream big, believe in yourself, and believe that you can achieve anything as long as you commit to the hard work it takes to get there! Always keep that easygoing personality that makes you special. We are so proud of you and will always be there to support you.

Congratulations!

Love, Dad, Mom & Corey

Congratulations Tori!

You have come a long way baby. You made us very proud. Now make your dreams become your reality!

Love, Mom & Dad

Be courageous and be brave in our hearts you'll always stay, forever young!

Success is yours! We are so proud of you. Your future is in the palm of your hands. Follow your heart. Love you!

Mom, Dad & Danielle

Kayla,
Congratulations on your graduation!! May all your dreams come true!! We are very proud of you!

Love, Grandma, Mom and Dad, Debra, and Randy Augur

David Matthew Pesapane
Congratulations David!
Your high school years have gone by so quickly. We are so proud of you and your accomplishments, now and always!

Love, Mom, Dad, & Mike

Daniel,

We have watched you grow into an amazing young man. We are extremely proud of you. Your focus, persistence and respect for others have all contributed to your accomplishments and will play a key role in your future. Continue to make people smile and make all your dreams bring you happiness and become reality.

Congratulations!

Love, Dad, Mom, and Dave

Shannon,

You have a smile that lights up our lives. You have become a beautiful young lady that we are proud of. Always remember to follow your dreams and be happy.

Love Mom, Dad, Danielle, Caitlin, Nana, + Papa
Catherine Emma

You are Daddy's Belle-
Part of Mom's World-
And Thomas' "Big" Sister!

From best friends to brothers,
times tables to calculus,
soccer fields to tennis courts,
basement games of creepy
crawlies to Halo parties.
All while loving snow boarding
and roller coasters together.
What a wild ride it has been....
and it is only the beginning.
Keep your arms in the air and
your hands held high!
We love you
Dad & Mom
(Dave & Dory)

Cassandra,

We are so proud of your many academic and
athletic accomplishments. We know that the
academic and life lessons that you have learned
over the last 18 years will serve you well as you
start the next chapter of your life. Keep your
compassion for learning as you follow your
dreams.
Love Mom, Dad, and Baby.
Michael,
We have watched you grow from big wheels to driving your own car. You always look for the good in people, and the world is a better place because of you. You have made us very proud to be your parents. Go for it. The world is waiting for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Danielle

We are wishing you a bright future and the same blessings you have brought to all of us. Much love and happiness in all you do.
We love you!!
Mom, Dad, and Chris

Chelsea,
We are very proud of all you have accomplished. As you start a new journey in your life, our wish for you is much happiness and continued success. Remember, your future holds no boundaries. Dream it, believe it, become it...
Love,
Mom & Dad

THERE WAS NEVER A COSTUME HE DIDN'T LIKE!

Beck-Boo-Rebecca
"Believe" in yourself and you can accomplish anything! Be "true" to yourself and you will never be disappointed! When you photograph, be sure to capture the inner beauty as well as outer beauty!
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Jens, Nate, & Missy

Casey
Believe in yourself to the depths of your being. Showcase your talent that your spirit is freeing. Know in your heart when the going gets slow, that your faith in yourself will continue to grow. Do not look backward when others may doubt it is your life to live, you must live it throughly. Learn from your errors, do not dwell in the past, never withdraw from a world that is vast. Believe in yourself! Feel the best that is you, let your spirit prevail, open a doorway that is true. Dad, do nothing down on you now, proud of who you have become and what you have accomplished. We are so proud of you!
Love you, Amanda Tony & Jens

Congratulations Rob! We love you! Love, Mom, Dad, and Warren

Kayla- KT- Special K
Congratulations graduate of 2003! Mom & Dad are so proud of you and the accomplishments you achieved during your four years at CHS. We know your future is bright- set your goals high and go for it! Happy Graduation! Lots of love, Dad, Mom.
Dear Victoria,

Congratulations!

We are so proud of you. It has been a joy to watch you grow and mature into the young lady you are today.

We look forward to the next phase of your journey.

Love Mom, Dad, Chelsea

Jessica,

Well you have made it. We all knew you would. You are the last of the final four. We are so proud of you. We know that when you reach for the heavens you will put all your heart and soul into getting there.

We love you always and forever.
Scott, Mom, Chris, Jay and Michaela

We will always be with you every step of the way. Your journey has only begun.
Love, Dad, Mom & Ali

Chickies!

Congratulations! Never forget to live well. Laugh more, love more and always keep your smiles! Love you...more.
The momma

Best wishes in all that you do. You will go far.
We love you bud.
Love Mom, Dad, and Danie!

Sydney,

How time flies by!
You are an awesome daughter and sister!
The young lady you have become brings tears of joy to our hearts.
Your future is as big as the universe and whatever you set out to do you will conquer!
Nicole
We thank GOD for the gift of you and we are proud to say that you are our daughter. Congratulations on your achievements. We are proud of the young woman you have become. You truly are amazing. Follow your DREAMS, make good choices and always remember GOD.
ALL OUR LOVE,
Mom, Ed, Jess, Jordan, and Molly

Noelle
Beautiful-creative-strong-independent-talented
Always standing up for and following through with your own beliefs-following your heart wherever your path leads- we “hope you have the time of your life!!” All of our love and wishes for the very best.
Mom, Dad, Kyle, Nina, Big Mem, Little Mem, Brianna, and David

Ashley,
We could not have asked for a better kid. You truly are our pride and joy. May all your hopes and dreams come true.

Love,
Mom and Dad, Pa and Grammy, Memac, Papa Jose, and Great-Gran and Poppy Austin

Catherine,
We are so proud of all you have accomplished. Think big, aim high, and shoot far. Take your dream and do anything, risk everything, and stop at nothing to make it a reality. Remember to believe in the impossible...the dreams you have today can be transformed into the success of tomorrow.
Dream...Believe...Achieve!!
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Jennifer & Rebecca
**Strueb**

There are points to be scored. There are games to be won. And the magical things you can do with the ball will make you winningest winner of all!

Love Dad, Mom & Sam!

---

**Holly,**

It is hard to believe that our little “Holly Berry” is all grown up! We want you to know that you have made us so proud of you in so many ways. We know that you will be successful in whatever the future brings. Do not forget how much Robbie will miss his talented sister while she is away! Enjoy life and be happy!

(“You member”) We love you! Mom, Dad & Robbie

---

**Ashley!**

Congratulations! We are so proud of you. “Our wish for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to”. You are the best daughter parents could ask for.

Love always,

Mom, Dad,
Gram, Baby
Gram, Uncle
Kent and Coco

---

**Jen,**

How you have grown into a fine young woman! Congratulations graduate.

We Grandma and Grandpa, Aunt Michelle,
Uncle Joyce, Uncle Jim and Olivia

---

**Congratulations Danielle!**

We are so proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad,
Derek & Devon

---

**Brittany,**

Congratulations!
We are so proud of everything you have accomplished and we know you will succeed in anything you choose to do in life. Follow your dreams and always remember we love you!

Love, Mom, Dad & Tiffany

---

**Stephan,**

Words cannot express the admiration we have for you. We love your great personality and quiet determination to succeed in everything you do. You are an inspiration to all. Keep working hard and most of all keep smiling.

We love you,

Dad, Mom, Nicholas,
and Michael

---

**Amanda!**

Congratulations--you did it! I am so proud of you, your achievements, your outgoing personality and mostly of the lovely young woman you are becoming.

Now it is your time--the future is yours! Follow your dreams, accomplish your goals, and always be true to yourself.

xoxoxo

Love Always,

Mom :)

---
Dear Alicia Nicole Sivo,

Very few words could ever describe the person you are, so I will explain so everyone sees what we always knew! To us, you were a treasure from the moment you were born. To a father you are his precious gem who twinkles in the corner. You have exceeded all of our hopes for you, as you have grown into a beautiful young woman with a long road of dreams ahead. Yet, with all the wealth you have provided us throughout your life, you have made us the richest parents in the world just by being

“Our Daughter” We love you so much!!!!

Love always,
Mom and Dad

---

Congratulations
Brittany!

You did it! We are all so proud of you! Always believe in yourself and you will succeed in anything you set your mind to. Dream big and always follow your heart.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Grandma,
Nana, Papa, Caitlin,
Mykaila, & Alexis

---

Lindsay,

Congratulations! We are all so proud of you and all that you have achieved. It is now your time to go out into the world. Treat people the way you would like to be treated and the sky is the limit. Keep that beautiful smile.
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Sarah, & Dan
To our “Chris”
As you leave high school behind and embark on a new adventure, may the values and beliefs that have shaped you into the wonderful young man you are continue to guide and sustain you on your path to the person you will become.
Love Always,
Dad, Mom, Lauren, and David

Emily,
Love you with all our heart! Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Brad

Congratulations Kyle!
We are so proud of the man you have become! Always keep smiling!
Love, Mom, Dad, Nate, Garrett, and Keanna

We are very proud of you and you will go far. Keep on smiling.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Vicki, & Jackie

Brent,
We have always referred to you as our “Little Man”. Reach for the sky, Little Man, as your options are endless!! We love you!
Love, Mom, Dad & Kara, Gram and Pops too!

Jamie,
Congratulations! We are bursting with pride as you graduate high school and embark on your new journey. Embrace the future with confidence, wisdom and passion... and never stop smiling!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Alex

Tyler,
Remember: nobody loves you and wants the best for you more than we do. We are so proud of the young man you have become and wish you all the success and happiness!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Casey, and Christopher

Celina,
You have accomplished everything we knew you could and more. During the next few years you will make new friends, travel to new places, find your independence, defend your beliefs and maybe even reinvent yourself. But most importantly you will begin carving out your place in the world. As you do, always remember that the best way to predict your future is to create it.
Love Always,
Your VEFF, Mom, Dad, Ann. & Grandma
Sarah,
We love you and are so proud of everything you have accomplished.
Love, Mom & Dad

Kenneth,
Look what you have become! We are so proud of you. Congratulations!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, & Skylar

Chelsea,
We are so proud of you! May all your hopes and dreams come true!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Christine

Congratulations Samuel!
We are so very proud of you. You have given us many happy moments. We love you very much and know you will succeed in whatever it is you decide to pursue. Always be positive and do not be afraid to chase your dreams you little cuddle buck.
Love Dad, Mom, and Jonathan

Congratulations to Kayla Campbell!
We are so proud of you!!!
Love, Mom and Dad, Thomas, Cole, and Rylee

Sarah Elizabeth
Congratulations Sandah! Seems like only yesterday you were heading to preschool... now to college. We are all so proud of you. May all your dreams come true.
Love, Mom, Dad, Steven, and Jean
Tyler,

Congratulations! We are very proud of you. You are a wonderful daughter and sister. We know you will succeed at whatever you set out to accomplish. We love you!
Love, Dad, Mom and Jonny
- Don't forget Melissa and Tabby

Tyler,

You have become a beautiful young lady and you have brought happiness and joy in my life. I love you with my whole heart and I am very proud of you.
"Pa Pa"

Congratulations to the Class of 2010!
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Making Memories
Last
just singing along

The annual CMHS Lip Sync took place on March 16, 2010 in the auditorium. All four classes prepared their own solo and group lip syncs as part of the Spirit Week competition. The Freshmen Class started off the individual category with a cover of Chris Brown's dance hit, and even dared to make fun of Mr. Bristow's dancing skills. They were followed by the Sophomores and Kristina Andres, who made an appearance as "T. Swift." Dean Sadikowski represented the Juniors with Mr. Rogers not so normal dog in the neighborhood. However, Vlad Ivan and the Seniors took the other classes by how Lip Sync is really done. Michael Jackson twisted through all of the speakers and Vlad's rendition of "Pretty Young Thing" to Mrs. Kelly had everyone in an uproar. Group Lip Syncs came next as the Freshmen set up a classic heartbreak with the song "Build Me Up Buttercup." Sophomores had a medley from the popular TV sitcom, Glee, that covered Journey, Aerial Linerite, and other hit songs. The Juniors brought out the WHale with performances of Britney Spears, Michael Jackson, and the Jonas Brothers. Senior Nathan once again stole the show, however, with a compilation of classic Broadway show tunes. From Disney's Touching opening up the act with "Be Our Guest!" to the moment when Aneg Fid decided to do "Defying Gravity," the Senior Class never missed a single beat. They won both Lip Sync events and provided their audience with memories to last a lifetime.

Pieces

The Junior Class performed their Group Lip Sync of "One in the City". They had to stay on stage throughout the decision.

Kerry Finazzo stole the show in the Ward's "Legally Blonde" while her Senior sister sits in the background.

Above: From the medley to the performance, to the awards, it was an event. Lip Sync is one of the biggest Spirit Week activities for any student.

Above: Aneg and Eddie played Elvis and Elvis in the group's hit song, "I'll Never Fall in Love Again" during their Lip Sync performance of The Sound of Music.

The Lion King.
Kayaks and Catapults

Physics Olympics is a school-wide field trip for all students enrolled in Physics 1 and Physics 2. The first-year Physics students create teams of five to compete in different events: Ship the Chip, Drop the Bomb, Siege Engine, Newspaper Catapult, and Cardboard Kayak. Mr. Golub’s AP Physics 2 students help the Physics and Math teachers run the event, held at Camp Westwood. The students set up food, monitor scores, and help students with Cardboard Kayaks. Three students often volunteer as Lifeguards during the Cardboard Kayak event. The theme of the 2010 Physics Olympics was "Lunatics: A State of Mind", Physics 2 students decorated the gold, silver, and bronze medals which were awarded to winning teams. Notable performances include the Siege Engine of Team Bonz, the Drop the Bomb from Team USS Presidents, and the Cardboard Kayaks of Team Veloci-Raptors and of Team X-Raiders. At the end of the day, Mr. Golub awarded medals for each event, as well as Best Theme and Best Overall. The winners of Best Theme were Team YMCA, who had a theme song and danced at each event. The Physics Olympics Champions of 2010 was team "Three Queens and a Joker", who scored very well in each of the five categories to win their gold medals.

Pieces

Sarah, Kiera, and the "River Rats" make their own adjustments to their Drop the Bomb before its official run.

Sam Carter, of Team Bonz, proudly displays her Drop the Bomb which took first place in the Physics Olympics.

Above: Everyone watches with anticipation as Mr. Lawrorn runs a marathon chair for the second time. Below: The Siege Engine is about ready to go.
Freshmen/Sophomore Formal
West Valley Inn
March 26, 2010
Junior Prom
"The Rave" April 9th
Rhodes on the Pawtuxet
Senior Ball
"A Red Carpet Affair"
Crowne Plaza
May 7th, 2010
Outdoor Track

Pieces of the Season

BOYS
Weston 13-0-5
EWG W 10-5-22
Charle L 11-0-44
Provo W 16-7-12
Narragansett W 9-5-47
East Greenwich W 7-5-56
West Warwick W 8-6-56
South Kingstown L 11-0-38
North Kingstown L 12-1-29

GIRLS
Weston L 7-0-6
EWG W 11-3-21
West Warwick W 8-4-66
East Greenwich W 7-5-67
South Kingstown L 14-0-14
North Kingstown L 1-0-0

Golf
Coach C. Warner and the CHS Oaker golf team had another great season. N. Pagano, S. Fennessy, R. Galucci, D. McDermott, D. Pesone, R. Galucci, and A. Ross participated in the Rhode Island Golf Championship. All Division South Scruus Fennessy 1st team Robert Galucci 2nd team Dave Pesone 3rd team. All state second team Scruus Fennessy.
Baseball


Softball

The Coventry High School Girl's Softball team successfully defended its state crown, by edging out Mount St. Charles, 3-2, in the title game of the Amica Insurance Rhode Island Interscholastic League Division I Softball Championships at Rhode Island College's Dunn A. Bazar Softball Complex. With a 13-5 record, the Oakers won the Division I West title and earned the second seed in the tournament. Coventry's senior captains Katelyn Carroll, Elise Fortier, and Ashley Olson were instrumental in helping see the Oakers through to the end and helping the team win back-to-back state titles. Smith Koerner, a junior pitcher for the Oakers, claimed she wasn't nervous because she knew the team was behind her and Ashley Olson scored her first home run in her high school career. Congratulations!!

Front Row: M. Laferriere, A. Bolchoe, K. Donilon, J. Coot, T. Fredens, C. Nichols, B. Rupella, B. Sullivan

Middleton: L. 213
Boswin East W 94
Toll Gate L 61
Hendricken L 3-13
Warwick Vets L 1-7
Barrington L 3-9
Tiverton L 5-4
Toll Gate W 1-14
Pilgrim L 5-9
Hendricken L 0-11
Warwick Vets W 6-5
Barrington West L 1-12
Central East W 8-6
East Providence W 2-0
Moses Brown L 1-11
Pilgrim L 1-12
Lincoln L 5-4
Volleyball

Pieces of the Season

Middletown L 3-4
EWD W 5-2
Cranston East W 4-3
Woonsocket W 4-3
North Providence W 5-2
Tiverton W 5-2
West Warwick W 5-2
EWD W 5-2
Mt. Hope W 5-2
West Warwick W 5-2
Tiverton W 5-2
Middletown L 3-4

Front Row: M. Weckler, J. Storch, G. Ross, S. Boudha, Z. Williams, R. Sharkey, C. Fumeister, B. Hoole, K. Kein

Tennis

Front Row: J. Kenney, D. Stringer, S. Kirkland, J. Brennen, D. Sadowski, K. Carpenter
Unified Basketball

For the first time in school history, and with the help of the Rhode Island Intercollegiate League, CHS organised a Unified Learning basketball team. Unified Sports athletes and partners improve their physical fitness, sharpen their skills, challenge the competition, and help to overcome prejudices about intellectual disability. Coached by Joe Bishop and Chuck Jones, players were paired with a community partner-athlete to assist them with the game. Playing in front of the CHS student body during spirit week was the highlight of the season. Although the CHS team was defeated by Hendrickson, the players did great! CHS principal, Michael Hobin, commented, "It was so GREAT to see the celebration and the team work."

Front Row: L. Sweeney, Z. Simits, T. Henley, J. Jewett

Coventry High School honors its distinguished students at several award ceremonies throughout the school year, with the most prominent being CHS Awards Night in May. Other events include Service Learning Night, Sports Awards Night, and the Music Department banquets. Students are rewarded for dedication, intelligence, and service to their community during the year.
Above: Senior Supper 2010 was MC'd by Lindsey Costa and Rachel Digilis. Seniors created personalized goodie bags and took part in fun competitions.

Kerry Drazenko dances her time out for the last time as a CHS student.

Lacie dresses up in a beautiful outfit and performs a mirror walk for a dance to win a gift card.

Above: Girls were selected to dress up as football players. Before the first competition of the night was creating a centerpiece.
coventry graduation 2010

The Ceremony of Commencement for the Class of 2010 took place on June 19th in the URI Ryan Center. In the crowded back hallways, nearly 400 Coventry High School Seniors counted down the moments until their long journey would finally end. As Pomp and Circumstance began playing, the Senior Class entered the Ryan Center. Their Class Officers stood waiting upon the stage, and under the watchful eye of Principal Michael Robin they filed into town. Kinetic Beanoes performed the National Anthem for the last time of their high school careers. The AFROTC Chant: American POWs, CHS Principal Mr. Holcomb, addressed his last assembly class for one last time. Kerry Holman gave her President’s address, followed by David Garinello as Salutatorian and Robert Beranez as Valedictorian. The Select Choir performed “You’ll Never Walk Alone” as a tribute to their seniors. After what seemed like an eternity of school, the Class of 2010 crossed the stage to receive their diplomas. Kerry Holman, Class President and mother, was waiting to hug or shake hands with every new graduate. After a performance by the CHS Advanced Band, Holly Mann and Victoria Lavery performed a dance of the Coventry High Alma Mater. Student Body President Sydney Richter led the graduates in the ringing of their medals, symbolically becoming CHS Alumni in the process. After Mort President’s finales, the new Alumni of Coventry High School left the Ryan Center to begin building pieces of their lives.

Pieces

Many of the Seniors shared their joys with photos and meaningful messages to their families and friends.

Above: Hugs, speeches, and tears. Below: first steps out of the Ryan Center, but always to be home with the older alumni.

Above: CCTV alumna and then Commissioner of alumna before graduating. Below: The final steps of graduates from the Ryan Center.
Colophon

In 2010, Coventry High School experienced a year of renewed school spirit and a commitment to make every student count. The 76th edition of The Knotty Oak records the events and people of the year as they combine to form the true Oaker community. In an attempt to capture the identity of the school, the Knotty Oak focuses on the ever-evolving life of students and faculty in this 248-page publication that documents our days at CHS.

Printed in 80-pound gloss paper and scheduled for late spring delivery, the book also includes an eight-page gatefold and a sixteen-page supplement, delivered in September. The 248-page four-color process reproduction features portraits by Steve Medeiros of Coventry, Rhode Island. With a trim size 9 inches by 12 inches, the 750 copies of The Knotty Oak use Adobe Herff Jones Gaudy Old Style; layouts and texts are produced using Herff Jones eDesign. Endpapers are printed on Vibracolor White Form Color Litho.

Proud of the school that unifies us all, The Knotty Oak 2010 editors present the “Pieces” of CHS community as a permanent reminder of the sum of our parts.